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STUDENTS
DENIED THE
USE OF TABLES
TO PETITION
By LINDA ZUECH
A group of students who wanted
to set up tables to petition for support of Regent Adelaide Sanford to
become the next chancellor of the
City University of New York were
refused by the Office of Campus
Planning and Facilities.
Cherel
Nelson.
who is
spearheading the effort to petition
for Sanford. said. "We' requested
to have two tables (through Ron
Williams) and we were denied,"
According to John Richards, the
president of the Day Session Student Government. the reason
Mikulsky gave for refusing the request was that the group was not affiliated withthe college.
Nelson said. "There are many
students in the Baruch Community
who support this effort."
According to Dr ~ Marilyn
Mikulsky. disector of Campus
.~·ana :'Fli:ifities~cActualJY.
'11 WasII't arormal' group that re-

Reform Act Declares
Financial Aid
"Taxable" Income'
By NANNEI IE F. GORDON

"

JoIna RIdImIs,
DSSG.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
FACES FUNDING PROBLEMS
By CHRISTOPHER A. WARD

The Day Session Student
According to records at Baruch's
Government 'has proposed a S t 3 .65 Student "Center Accountmg office.
~11£Te-ase to the e"ist~ng student fee . the -Da~-- Ses5iion-S*,,,le• . c.oven.
of '$36.35. 'DSSG President John ment fou.nd .itself' widt Rss than

. .

The reserves, represent unspent
money carried over from the
previous semester.
Until this year. the total had
hovered around $20.000 for the
1985/86 and 1986/81 semesters.
John Richards. president of the
DSSG. explained that the approximately $] 6,000 difference was due
to an increased demand by students
for more services. He stated. HOver '
the course of the past three years.
there has been a steadily growing
demand . for extracurricular activities and services on campus.
That demand reflects itself in a
lower carry-over from the previous
year's unspent monies."
"The Day Session Student
Government last year" • Pamela
Mitchell. of tile Accounting Department. said "Had many new expenditures. Til ere were stipends.
(costing arund $6000,) more parties, a boat ride for the senior party
and two large events. the Manley
and Robinson lectures." Increased
dub membership also played a role
in greater DSSG spending. Mitchell
(Continued on Page AB. Col. 4)

makes the request and it has to per-'
tain to the activities of that club. If
we didn't have this procedure any
small group could come in, ask for
tables and demonstrate."
(Continued on Page A IJ. Col. 3)

Student Cancellations
Cost Advisor $500
Katheri ne Crum, adjunct professor of art, lost approximately
$500 of her own money last
semester when some 30 of 38
students cancelled out on a biannual out-of-town art trip. The
trip was Planned for: May 16. 1.987
at rowdIlY the same time students
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By CAITLIN MOLLISON

LESS MONEY
FROM SPRING
CARRIED OVER

DSSG PROPOSES
FEE INCREASE
OF $13.65

interested i n reforming a lon~
defunct Art Society had begun to
organize this club. Crum is the
faculty advisor to this society.
According to Judy Harvey.one of
the organizers of the society last
semester and its unofficial president
at the time, "(Professor) Crum
would get students together every
semester and organize a bus trip to
some museum outside of the City.
This last semester she ordered a
bus, then a lot of people cancelled
and she ended up paying for it personally." Harvey said Crum was
-"devastated" as there has usually
been. an ~'overflow" of participants
on these field trips.
Harvey stated that she completed
all the necessary paperwork in order
for the Art Society to become a student club, 'but the Day Session Student Government did not contact
her and as she was involved with
personal problems she "did not
persue it."
According to Pamela Mitchell, of
the Baruch Accounting Department. the DSSG is not required to
(Continued on Page A8. Col. jJ
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A QU.estionableStrategy
In a few weeks, students. may again have a chance to vote on an activity fee increase. If the
Student Elections and Governance Review Committee passes a Day Session Student Government petition to make this issue a referendu.m, students will be asked to come out to the polls
once again. However, there is a major difference between this year's proposed increase and last
semester's: namely five dollars.
Last May, students voted against a proposed increase of $8.65 that would have gone towards
improving the student center and giving more money to student clubs, activities and the media.
Students sold themselves short sy not passing this referendum because better and more student
activities and services benefit every member of the Baruch community. Whether a 'student is
part of a club or not, this increase would have served to create a more college-like atmosphere
that is available to every single student. The fact that most of the students who attend Baruch
do not choose to become involved in extra-curricular activities does not mean that more money
should not be solicited for organizations that open their doors to everyone.
What does not ma·ke sense is that the DSSG is now asking for $13.65; a full five dollars more
than last semester's defeated request, this proposition is>quite frankly, devoid of all logic. How
does the student government intend to make people in less than six months want to pay more
than they were not willing to pay the first time around? John Richards, president of the DSSG
seems to feel that there was not enough compaigning by government" last year in favor of the fee
hike, thus the defeat of the referendum. What government is unaware of is that students were
not willing to "shell out" money for activities they were not part of and that they will be more
resistant to the referendum this time around.
While it is common knowledge among "involved" students that the clubs as well as the
DSSG are financially much worse off than they were last year, it is unreasonable to expect the
student population to support the poor spending habits of the government. We wholeheartedly
support increasing the activity fee, but by an amount that the students agree is fair. In the
meantime, the best way to go about bringing results is to enlist club members to get out and vote
as well as encouraging more students to join organizations so that they will reap the benefits of
Baruch extra-curricular activities. Asking students for $13.65 may just insult them enough to
eliminate the possibility of the activity fee being raised at all in the near future.

The Profit of Petitioning
Cherel Nelson and a group of students decided that the chancellor of the City University of
New York should be a person with much experience in the city educational system. That candidate should also possess acute teaching skills and have an academic background that matches
his or her years in the profession. This concerned body of students chose Adelaide Sanford for
the position of chancellor, and decided to organize a petition to rally support for this candidate.
But the Office of Campus Planning and Facilities denied the request to petition within the
school walls, the reason according to John Richards, president of the Day Session Student
Government, was that the group of college students were not affiliated with Baruch. This temporary setback did not stop the students from petitioning, although they had to do so without
the use of tables. Armed with pen and clipboard, Nelson and her team combed the hallways last
week for supporters.
But the issue ends neither with the attempt to rally support nor with the culmination of the
eJection process. .Rather it hasjust begun, with the question or-how far teaching the administration's power is to control the rights of students to petition within the .college walls. Rarely are
the hallways free of some organization with a table, such as merchants selling school rings or
the Marines trying to recruit Baruch students. Surely the interests of a group of students
deserves equal space with organizations that are making a profit in some form or another, from
the very students that are enrolled in the college.
The Office of Campus Planning and Facilities contests that the students involved were not
directly affiliated with Baruch college, but neither are the Marines nor the companies that sell
college rings. If the only difference between students petitioning and merchants peddling is a
profit, then the administration should examine its choice not to recognize what these petitioning
students view as a profit for CUNY, mainly, rallying support for who they think will be the best
person for chancellor.
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THE STRENGTH
OF A STRIKE
To Tbe Editor:
In the wake of a strike by 250,000
black miners in South Africa there
may be dismay at the loss suffered
by the many who have been dismissed from their jobs as well as the fact
that the striking miners never did
realize many of their goals, most
important, a wage increase of 30
.percent, later lowerecfto 27 percent.
The prevailing feelings seem to be
those of lost hope and of
discouragement. In addition, many
believe the three-week strike accomplished little, if anything.
While' such initial and obvious
losses will certainly be suffered
most by miners themselves as they
continue to earn about a third of
that of their white counterparts. a
profound example has been set, not
only for fellow blacks in South
Africa, but for oppressed and overworked laborers. worldwide. One
key area being South Korea's

Hyundai and Daewoo plant
workers. For this country, much
hope lies in anti-government leaders
such as Kim Dae J ung to bring
labor's demands to fruition. For
South Korea, a country already in
turmoil, due mainly to an oP-.
pressive government, the South
African strike may provide an added impetus to the government to
reach an agreement with labor
forces soon.
The miner's strike has shown
their own government, with stark
clarity, the strength that labor may
possess both ecor omically and
publicly. A strike lasting more than
ten times as long as any previous
mine strikes must serve as a stirring
and provocative illustration to all
oppressive governments and
authorities of the power a determined struggle may wield.
David WUkes

FEE INCREASE ADVOCATE
To Tbe Editor:
One month into the 1987/88
academic year the pressing need for
an activity fee increase takes on a
new and heightened urgency.
First of all, the total amount of
new allocations to clubs this year
has fallen 25 percent to 543,000
from $57,000 in the 1986/87 year.
This reduction is due to a steady
decline in the amount of unspent
monies being carried forward from
prior years and will now translate
into reduced funding for all clubs.
Another group affected by lower
funding is the..Student Center. The
Center will be receiving 550.000 less
than it did last year and as a result,
programs which have a direct impact on the quality of campus life
will see their allocations slashed to
precariously low levels. Helpline.
the student run peer counseling and
referral service, has only been
allocated two-thirds of what it got
last year. The allocation for the annual Club Fair has been cut by 26
percent and it has even been suggested that the clubs bear the
burden of Street Fair this year - out
of their own already scant
resources.
The current situation points to
what has been a steadily increasing
demand for extra-curricular activities and services. Most students
have not only witnessed but, to a
large extent. have created this in-

crease. It is an increase measured
not just in terms of more receptions, parties, and banquets, but
also by the increased number and
stature of lecturers and performers
being brought into the college by
our activity fees. Lecturers like the
Hon. Michael Manley, former
Prime Minister of Jamaica; or F.
Darnel O'Flaherty, a former Senior
Fellow of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace; or performances like "Mama I Want To
Sing. ,.
In order to meet this growing demand.wepropose to raise ttt_~ activity fee from $36.35 to SSO.OO. As the
breakdowns elsewhere illustrate,
clubs would realize an additional
125 percent in free revenue while
Helpline and other Center programs would see their previous
levels of funding restored.
While an extra $13.65 might seem
a bit much, consider the fact that it
will enable the various clubs and
organizations to provide more and
better speakers and events. To the
extent that it does. the educational
and entertainment value of the extracurricular experience at Baruch
will improve significantly. And
more Manleys and O'Flahertys and
stage shows will also serve to
heighten the image of the College in
the community.
We understand that there are
(Continued on Page A5)
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Quotation of tbe Fortnight
"It's kind a good that it didn't pass because it wasn't enough.
Had it passed there would have been no way to go back and ask
for more money. "
-Debbie BaCk-Duggan, assistant director for
stutlent center programming, referring to the
proposed nine dollar student activity fee increase last ~~ester.

PLASMA DE STIMULI/CHRISTOPHER A. WARD

Of Senators And Goldfish
What do goldfish and a Robert Kennedy
speech have in common? Not much on the
face of it, but recent events tell us that both
can be used to make the statement,
••Americans on the whole are idiots." Let
me explain.
The ASPCA stormed into the San Gennaro festival and closed down the goldfish
game, where people throw ping-pong balls
into bowls in an attempt to win the goldfish
in them. The reason for the action: crueity
to the fish. The ping-pong balls entering the
water caused a "traumatic experience" for
the fish.
Senator Joe Biden, a former Democratic
candidate for president of the United States,
was caught plagiarizing, almost verbatim,
other politicians" speeches; among them
Robert Kennedy. Speaking out of both
sides of his mouth, Biden apologized, but
also called his actions the •'sincerest form
of flattery." This man was running for president because he expected to win.
First off, fish are not particularly high up
on the food chain. The least of their worries
are ping-pong balls. Second, I find much
difficulty accepting "trauma" in fish. What
did the ASPCA do-put some poor little
fishies through all kinds of weird science
fiction experimentation involving control
groups, ping-poag balls and maybe little
rubber snakes? Did the ASPCA then take
the results and come up with a generalized
fish neurosis on which to base their aquatic

to a bureaucratic cesspool of liars. sharks,
gangsters and actors. Public servants are a
thing of the past. 'Maybe "idiot savant"
would describe the American politician better. Certainly, when it comes to promoting
their own aspirations and interests. their
abilities border on genius. Yet when it
comes to the public, the "man in the
street," they become. withdrawn.. retarded
individuals who have no feel for what
makes Americans·tick. Believe it. they see
all Americans, with the exception of
themselves, as idiots..;;
I would not stoop to name-calling
without defining the terms I've used to
describe the elected or would-be elected
"Gumbies" who plague our society:
Actors-Though' never on the silver
screen, Mr. Biden's interpretation of other
people's speeches certainly deserves some
award.
liars-Republican Pat Robertson, who
is also running for President. is a
preacher. In his autobiography, he said that
God told him he should never run for
political office. The new version of his
book has this incriminating sentence
deleted. Either way, it's in the record.
Robertson or God is a liar. Take your pick.
Gangsters-Foniler Miss America Bess
Myerson is certainly government's female
version of AI Capone. She has shown this
by using strong arm threats and influence to
sway a court decision in favor of her lover.
UHere she comes, Miss America ... "

Maybe "idiot savant" would
describe the American politician
better.
.
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ADAV
OF RECKONING
By JIM LE MAIRE
It was one of the worst days of my life. I
remember it well: a hot, muggy Friday two
summers ago. It was the day I discovered
my brother was gay.
The day before hadn't been so great
either. I saw a suicide, or rather the sad
results of one. I was living then right below
Cornell University in Ithaca in a house that
was literally perched on the edge of
Cascadilla Gorge. The Stewart Avenue
bridge crossed the gorge there. It was at
least 150 feet to the rocks in the stream
below.
I was walking home that day. I was about
50 yards from the bridge when a police car
pulled up and stopped in the middle of it.
Two cops got out and casually walked over
to the guard rail. They joined a man there
who was looking down. They too looked
down. When I reached them. I also peered
down over the edge.
Below us a man lay face down on the
rocks. His body had the crumpled appearance of a rag dolt I knew instinctively
that he was dead.
. "Oh my God," I said reflexively.
HIt just happened," the man beside me
replied.
I left and went home. I could see the
body from my apartment window. Soon a
large crowd gathered. The emergency
medical squad· came. They were in no
hurry. It took them hours to remove the
man.
On this unhappy note I left to drive down
to North Jersey to my brother's place. I was
taking that Friday off from work to come
down to Baruch to get some financial aid
'papers They wouldn't mail them to me. It

down to Texas to see my folks. They asked
me nervously if I suspected anything. I
replied no. After all, he'd just been seeing a
girl and had been talking of marriage. He
couldn't be gay.
My roommate bad asked me the same
thing. My brother had called one day while
I was out. My friend answered the phone
and they talked for awhile. When I got
home. he told me about the call. Then he
asked, "Is your brother gay?!'
"Naw," I said. "At least I don't think

so."
"Well he sounds gay to me," he replied.
With these thoughts lying heavy on my
mind. I went into the city. I knew New
York well. I'd worked on Madison Avenue
for almost three years. All the old memories
of the sights. sounds and smells of the city
came back to me-in particular the tuna
fish odor from winos endlessly peeing in
doorways. I was not thrilled to be back.
Heading down 24th Street toward Lexington, I became aware of the people
around me. They seemed pretty seedy. A.,..
group of men and women stood on the corner near the deli. I checked them
out-swollen red eyes, runny noses:
definitely junkies. I thought to myself, are
these people Baruch students?
I walked up to the glass doors of the 24th
Street building. I went to open one-Iocked. I tried another. It too was locked. Then
I noticed a handwritten sign taped to the
glass. It said Baruch was closed on Fridays
during the summer. I'd made the whole trip
for nothing.
That was the last straw. Enraged I punched the door as hard as I could. I really
wanted to put my fist through it. A. parkin&

.
attendant at die lot next door glanced at me
trauma policy reprdiitg gilled creatures?
Sharks-that IS, the ~uman kl.nd.
apprehensively." J glared back. Walking
...Let~be. serjollS...The_ASPCA_t~ILthe,_.. < GoJdilSh don't faze them, nel the~ do~~-_... _m_. was fe'Be HI' firsf.tAp CG Bar-uc:b - - < - - - - . a"8'J I clII"8ed IJ8flJeh, .IR¥ lwecb.· IIDd
goldfISh away HQm Sari·Gennaro for...one
~- baUs. -They are _the.QUie ..
-when fgot to my blother's
heuse,
anything-else I roaM think of~----' ----- ...,.
reason and one reason only: They could.
POlndexter-Iran-Scam-GaI! Hart-type ~ohe wasn't home. He never seemed to be
When I got back to my brother's place, I
They knew that whatever they did or said
pie wh~ wrap t~emselves 10 the Amen~
home. I had been calling him unsuccessfully
called him at the hospital where he worked
would be accepted by the general public
flag w~le misusmg the trust that Amenca
for weeks, but I never could reach him. I
and told him I was in Jersey. He told me
because we are idiots. We accept, we are
places 10 them.
?
found the key I'd hidden when I had lived
he'd come by after he got off work in the
apathetic because- ir's easy. Whv go through
So where do we go from her~. It seems
there before him and let myself in.
afternoon.
the problems of discovering one's own in~hat our bureaucratic structure IS such an
The house was a complete mess. Beer
He arrived a couple of hours later. We
dividualized ethics when the policies of
I~penetrablefortre~ o! ~pat~y and corrupbottles, full ash trays, and crushed pretzels
talked about inconsequential things for a
special-interest groups and government can
~~on that every m~V1dua1 must ask,
littered the floor. Dirty dishes with scummy
short while, but the air was heavy with tenWhere ~o you start~ Just remember, .as
cold water filled the sink. The air was stale
sion. In my mind [ tried to think of some
dictate what's right and wrong?Remember,
we are idiots and must be treated as if we
an American, one ~ever has to accept t~~.
and musty 1 had the impression he hadn't
way to bring up what was bothering me, but
don't have minds of our own.
First, we have a nght to expect the politibe
h·f
k
.
be peak.
f
en t ere or wee s.
I couldn't. Finally my brother solved my
Some could argue that politicians are a
Clans who represent us to
s
109 or
I was completely bummed. I hated the
dilemma. He knew I'd found the
reflection of the society at large and don 't
themselves. They sh~uld no~ be t.he I?roduct -.
h
tho ght of being in New Jersey. I had
have minds of their own either. Case in
of some speechwnter's imagtnanon or
s eer
u
magazines.
point: Mr. Biden. I~ front of an audience,
m!'1lti-billion dol~ ad campaign. Where
~~:d~W~/~~:'y~;:ebe_~~~e~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Even tbough I had already
he sits down looking as many people as
will ~he. speechwnter be when t~t elected
chemical factories, the jerks on the roads.
offiC1~ 15 on the senate floor or 10 the Oval
After living in the crystal-clear beauty of
possible directly in the eye. Senator Biden,
figured it out, to hear him
defender of the people, proceeds, "On the
OfSecfice. d'
h ld be t
d th t the
Ithaca, I felt the idea of returning seemed
say it out loud was still a
way over here I was thinking...." exactly
on ,we s ou
ou rage
a
al
h
word for word what some other politicians
am~ment barkers at San Gennaro have to
~~~s~o~~~~. coupled with the depresshock.
in England had a lreadv thought. ) fear that
lose Income from fish trauma. Government.
.
. id
.
b d
. fri
h
blic' . hts if
sion from seemg the SUlCI e put me 10 a a
what he actually thought was, "The people
can 0 nl ~ 10 nnge on t e pu !C s ng
I
state of mind. Rooting around, I found a
"I guess you're wondering if I'm gay or
I'm going to speak to tonight are idiots . . .
~e J?ubhc lets them. Outrage IS o~ly effecbottle of vodka and some soda. I proceeded
not," he said. "Weill am:'
. so Joe, you call just tell them what they
nve ~f.everyone cares. We as Amen~ are
to drink myself to sleep.
Even though I had already figured it out
want to hear."
not idiots. We sh~uld not be apathetic. As
I woke up the next morning with a nasty
for myself. to hear him say it out loud was
It all boils d"WD to an American synsurely as the Joe Bidens and Pat Robertsons
h
I was not looking forward to gostill a total shock. Like- when my grand. values
stri
.
th ey can b e taken out .
angover.
drome that. has seen our b asic
ues stnp~ get into power,
ing
into the city. I'd crashed out on my
father died. I remember knowing what I
ped out of the public's hands and placed inIt s up to us.
brother's bed without moving anything. I
was about to hear. but my mind still
scrambled wildly for any other explanation
felt some magazines sticking to my leg. I
for
what I knew to be the truth. You cling
reached down. picked them up. and went to
to the last hope that it isn't so.
throw them on the floor.
.
He told me that .he had felt that way since
My eye was caught by the top one's
he was fourteen. but for years he had tried
cover. It showed a man wearing a leather
to deny it. At one time he'd even considered
motorcycle cap, tightly bound with a string
suicide.
Now he was ready to admit it. He
of Christmas lights. A loop of wire encirclfelt bad about the way I'd found out, but he
ed the bulge in his underwear. He was smilsaid
I had to accept this about him if I
ing luridly.
wanted him to still be part of the family.
I leafed through it with a kind of horrid
As he spoke I felt numb. I couldn't
fascination. It was an S & M magazine that
speak. The world was changing forever in
featured bondage and gay sexual torture. I
front of me and I couldn't do anything
couldn't believe it. I had never seen.
about
it. The words I was hearing seemed
anything like it.
unreal. It was not moral outrage that made
All tile hints and questions .. had been
me react this way. It was fear. All the
getting for the last several months came
headlines and news stories I'd been sedna
back to me in a cold crush. The realization
recently coalesced into one word: AlJ>S....
swept over me. They were all true. My
My eyes filled wit h tears. I started to cry. .
brother was gay.
"I'm so afraid:' I told him.." Christ. YOI1
The idea had never even occurred to me
Sft uBrotIwr'· . . hat' Aet
before. The previous Christmas. I'd gone

lit.
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The Robert Boric Controversy
ByUSAHUIT
"Robert Bork's America is a land in
which women would be forced into back
alley abortions, blacks would sit at
segregated lunch counters, rogue police
could break down citizens' doors in midnight raids, schoolchildren could not be
taught about evolution, writers and artists
would be censored at the whim of government," said Senator Ted Kennedy after
Bork's nomination. Bork is an exUemist
who is trying to act moderately in order to
get a seat on the Supreme Court.
Bork is only in favor of business and
wants to break down our freedoms. Bork
claims he is neutral, but is he? When
businesses file suit against the government
he favors the businesses, but when an individual files suit against the government he
favors the government. Bork believes that
plaintiffs shouldn't have the right to bring
their cases before the court unless, of
course, it is a business. According to Time
Magazine. "He voted to dismiss suits
brought by veterans, the homeless, the handicapped, and consumer groups... he has
rarely ruled this way against business plaintiffs. "
Bork believes that the states should make
most. decisions and the Supreme Court has
no jurisdiction. In two cases he believes that.the Supreme Court ruling was unconstitutional. The first one was Griswold v. Connecticut which forbade states from making
laws prohibiting the use of contraceptives.
The second case was Shelly v. Kramer
which prevents states from setting stan-

Bork is an extremist who is
trying to act moderately in
order to get a seat on the
Supreme Court.
dards for .sellers and buyers based on race.
Bork takes the Constitution literally.
This means if there is not a word protecting
a person, that person is not protected. For
example, Bork believes the blacks are protected by the 14th Amendment, but not
women. However, Bork doesn't use the
equal protection clause when judging on
racial cases.
Bork believes that the First Amendment
only protects politicians. Anyone else is not
protected by this amendment. Now I ask
Bork myself, "Have you ever taken
Continued from
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Brother
picked the worst time in history to be gay. "
He assured me that he was being careful.
He also said he had a stable relationship
with a man he'd been seeing for over six
months. In fact they were living together;
that's why he was never home.
As we spoke I gradually became more accustomed to this new idea. However I knew
it was something I was never going to really
get used to-like referring to someone as
my brother's' boyfriend. Those things will
always seem strange.
Another feeling that's hard to shake is
that somehow I'm to blame for him being
gay. My brother's eleven years younger
than me. In a way I was a hard act to
follow. As a kid I'd been an Eagle Scout
and went wilderness camping and canoeing.
I was a musician and played in a lot of
bands.
I had also been quite a hellraiser. When I
threw parties, literally hundreds of people
came and usually the police too. I had lots
of friends.
I couldn't help but think that somehow
this was his way of doing something that I
hadn't done, his way of "out-cooling" me.
I felt bad about that because I would never
have wanted him to think I had any expectations of him being the same as me. I
would never have wanted him compared to
me, by our parents, for instance. But I'm sure
that's exactly what had happened, either
implicity or explicity,
Quite frankly, I'd lived my life at times
for reasons that made no sense now. Some
, .. ..... "
,.:-.,
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American History?" The framers of the
Constitution wanted everyone to be protected by this amendment. Anyone could
criticize the government. so what had just
happened in England wouldn't happen in
the newly formed United States.
The First Amendment specifically states
that there shall- be no infringement of
freedom of speech, but what about
privacy? Bork believes that the Constitution doesn't specifically protect our rilht to :
privacy. In Roe v. Wade, Bork believes the
verdict rendered was unconstitutional. He
also believes that whatever the Supreme
Court believed it meant by privacy did not
include homosexuality. He feels there
should be no restraint of government intrusion concerning marriage, sexual activity
and family life. Bork doesn't believe in
"stare decisis," which is a judicial tradition. It means that he won't base his decisions on past decisions.
In spite of- all these views Robert Bork
has some supporters. Why? I think because
they feel he's moderate. On television he

may appear moderate but he's not. The
reason he sounds so is because that is the
only way he will get a seat on the Supreme
Court. Tom Korologos trained Bork to be
so calm and moderate. He-grilled Bork with
sample questions the Senate would ask, and
told him how to answer.
Bork is against our basic freedoms such
as speech" press and privacy. He believes
that the United States should become what
it was before the Constitution-a confederation of states in which the states have
most of the power. We all know how
chaotic that was. Don't be fooled. Robert
Bork is against your average American individual.
things I'm proud of; others I'm not. I had
talents he didn't have, but he had ones I
could never have. I could hardly order soup
in French; he spoke four foreign languages
fluently. I was jerking around in crappy
jobs; he was a registered pharmacist. There
were many reasons I was proud of him.
I've learned since that many gay people
encounter this guilt in others. A friend of
my brother's told me a funny story about
his ten-year high school reunion. He was
dancing with a former girlfriend who had
jilted him. She knew that he was gay now.
She told him she was worried that she had
caused him to become gay.
He laughed. "I assured her she had
nothing to do with it," he said.
I'm sure now that I too had nothing to do
with it. Whether you believe in nature vs.
nurture as the cause for homosexuality, it's
clear that there's no one reason for it, no
single incident that forces someone to be
gay, no one choice that's made for or
against it.
As I look back, it now all seems so inevitable. When I told my friends about my
brother, they all nodded and said they'd
known. They had seen the signs, pk.ked up
the clues. Only I had been ignorant.
As I got up to go back to Ithaca, I felt
drained but calm. It's easier to live with a
fact than a fear. I glanced at my watch-it,
was almost exactly 24 hours since I'd seen
the suicide victim. I looked at my brother.
He was still the same person.
"Well, I guess this means I can't tell you
anymore fairy jokes," I said.
He laughed and I gave him a hug. He's
still my brother. I still love him.

..... ....... .'
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By KENNETH BROWN
The left-wing opposition to Judge Bork
has a very good reason to fear his nomination to the Supreme Court.
Judge Bork believes in judicial restraint
and interpretivism whereby a judge should
decide a case on its merits in line with the
principles of the Constitution. He doesn't
believe in the pursuance of a personal social
agenda through judical activism. And
that's why liberals fear him. Unable to forward their views through the electorate and
legislative process, lig,rals have resorted to
relying on the least democratic of the three
branches, the judiciary, to forward their
own social agenda.

Bork, like his former D.C. District Court
of Appeals colleague Justice Scalia, endorses an interpretivist approach to the
Constitution. No, he doesn't advocate the
discovery of the exact, literal meanings of
every word and passage. Instead, he stresses
. that the Constitution must be looked at as a
whole. Each part must be looked at in its

constitutional context and seen as serving
the specific purpose of preserving the
mechanics of the document. This is a broad
way of thinking about the Constitution but
allows for core and specific neutral principles. These principles know no "liberal"
or "conservative", only the preservation of
the Constitution that protects our liberties
and democratic process. As a judge, Bork
has remained true to this view of the Constitution and has become a leading proponent of what is popularly called "judicial
restraint. "
Richard Vigilante writes in National
Review. " Probably the greatest danger
presented by a written Constitution is that it
may work too well. The purpose of most
rules, especially written rules, is to excuse us
from thought." In this same way, allowing
judges to hand down laws has excused us
from thought. Bark believes a participation
in the electorate and legislative process, as
the Founding Fathers encouraged, forces us
to think about our liberties and rights often
and thus invigorates our republic as a
whole. But, as Bork wrote." ... gradually

inured to a judiciary that spreads its powers
to ever more aspects of governance. the people and their representatives may come to
accept courts that usurp powers not given
by the Constitution, courts that substitute
their discretion for that of the people's
representatives." He believes as Chesterton, that for a people to truly have liberty,
they must have the liberty to make their
own laws. Judge Bork is a strong defender
of democracy despite claims to the contrary.
But why, ask reasonable and rational
people; are the liberals screaming over
Bork? Well, it certainly isn't over his performance on the D.C. District Court of Appeals. Here, as his record shows, none of
the 416 opinions he has made has been
overturned. He definitely cannot be labeled
an "extremist," having voted with the majority of the court "over 95 percent of the
time," according to the journal Human
Events. "Of his 20 dissenting opinions, the
Supreme Court has reviewed six and has
adopted Bork's position in each."
What Bork is attacked on is his views and
writings when he was a law professor at
Yale. One must always make a distinction
between the writings of a law professor and
a judge. A teacher serves not only to impart
knowledge but also to make his students
think critically about a subject in order to
gain insight. Bork and his colleagues at Yale
were known to take strong positions in class
and in journals to force their students to do
this. But as a judge, Bork has proven he is
moved by well thought-out and principled
ideas.

Judge Bork must and should be confirmed to the Supreme Court. He is an eminent
legal scholar and ~ for the secoad time
received the American Bar Association's
highest rating for a judicial nominee, " well
qualified." All the writings and articles now
being used to attack Bark were published
and available before he was confirmed as an
appeals judge in 1981. At that time he was
unanimously confirmed by the senators and
they now have no excuse not to vote in
Bork 's favor again.
Liberals, fearing they're going to lose
their legal "free-ride, " should embrace
Boric wholeheartedly instead of so
vehemently attacking him. As a judge who
follows the neutral principles of our Constitution, Bark does not believe in imposing
the views of a small minority upon the majority without the consent of their representatives. This is a core of our republic and all
Americans should be able to rest easy
knowing that the members of the judiciary
are there protecting this ideal not destroying it.

By LISA HUTI

this school writes articles stating their opinions, therefore The Ticker must do it for
them.
One more point on OP-ED articles-they're not censored. Other than
nasty words, The Ticker can't censor any
articles. The Ticker can't say to a person,
"We can't publish your article because it's
not right." The First Amendment states
that there shall be freedom of speech and
freedom of the press. If The Ticker started
to censor what goes in and what stays out,
where would it stop? Soon The Ticker
would become a tool of the administration.
The Ticker is a student newspaper; it's
controlled and written by students, not the
faculty. I personally feel it should stay that
way. The OP-ED section is for individuals,
not an organization. Without the OP-ED
section, everyone would just be another
social security number going to Baruch
College, not an individual.

Foreign Trade
Society Turns To
Co-Sponsorship

EXCELLENCE AWARDS
AT COMMENCEMENT
By JOHN RICARD
"It's just as well that we leave the
day to day responsibilities to
younger colleagues." Briloff, a
partner at a CPA firm, is currently
preparing a series of lectures on the
challenges confronting the accounting profession to be given at the
University of Utah and the University of Texas.

By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO

In an attempt to obtain an increase in. funding for his club. the
president of the Foreizn Trade
Society. Steven Lim has begun to
receive funding through the lise of a
co-sponsorship program.
Co-sponsorship is a program
within the Day Session Student
Government that allows for flubs to
have access to more many. The idea
behind co-sponsorship is that if
three or more clubs join together in
presenting an event. the DSSG will
match funds dollar for dollar.

According
to
LeCl er c ,
Rothman's book The Tentative
Pregnancy was seen not only by
people of this college, but by people
across the nation. ~llt made a very
important statement 0.0 the impact
of amniocentesis on women."
The Teaching Award to
Kopelmen because his teaching was
seen' as "outstanding" by the committee.- "What. we.used to. evaluate
him on inc luded personal
statements on his philosophy of
teaching, and teacher evaluations
(done by his students and peers)"
According to Le-Clerc, once a
year the committee "invites
students. through The Ticker. to
nominate teachers for this award."

Bork has proven he is moved by well thought-out and
principled ideas.

Responsible Publishing
Last year and this year The Ticker's
own reporters have written OP--ED articles
stating their point of view. Many people
angered by these articles go to The Ticker
and yell at whoever is there. I'm writing this
article to clarify the difference between an
OP-ED and an editorial.
. An editorial is the opinion of the
newspaper. All the editors vote on the arri- .
cleo If there is a majority vote the article
becomes an editorial.
In contrast an OP-ED article does not
represent The Ticker. OP-ED means
"Opposite-Editorial." The newspaper is
not responsible for any of these articles
whether they are written by a staff member
or not. OP-ED articles are the personal opinion of the writer and that's it. If an article
angers you, write a letter or write an OPED. The reason why 99 percent of the articles are written by The Ticker staff
members is because practically no one if)

. PROFESSORS RECEM
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those who feel that, because they
don't participate, they should not
pay a fee - let alone an increase.
First. this argument is analogous
to not paying taxes because one
does not benefit from federally
funded defense programs. Or,
because one does not call on the fire
or police departments. one should
not be levied to support the same.
These arguments are equally
specious. Like defense and
municipal services, fee generated
programs are available to all
students who wish to avail
themselves of these activities and
thus the burden should be shared by
all.
Second, and closer to the situation at hand. is that even if a student choses not to participate, the
prestige generated for the school by
having lecturers of national and international stature will be shared by
all students.

The Athletics Department and
the media will also benefit from the
proposed increase, the latter receiving an additional 125 percent of its
current allocation, and the former,
33 percent.
The referendum proposing the increases will be put to the ballot in a
couple of weeks. Please tum out
and show your support.
In the meantime please let us
have your feedback. Call or come
by Student Government: Room
409, Student Center, 725-3377.
John Richards

RECKLESS
PEACE
SEEKER
To The Editor:
Mathias Rust, the young man
who made an adventurous flight
over Moscow last May in a peace
effort, has been sentenced to four
years in a labor camp. Mr. Rust's
ambitious attempt to. meet with

-----_.,,--

J)

Mikhail S. Gorbachev has ended
in solid reality.
While the mission' was an admirable one, the means were inept.
Violating international flight
regulations and crossing Soviet
borders illegally can hardly begin to
create an atmosphere of peace. In
addition, acting in such a reckless
and careless manner could not have
been expected to be taken lightly in
a country in which, until now,
radical maneuvers are frowned
upon. Indeed, Mathias Rust was
fortunate to be granted such a fair
and speedy trial.
It is sad that many of society's
greatest hopes cannot be realized
with such quick and simple solutions as Mr. Rust's pilgrimage.
However, as we have seen many
times before, one's hopes and
desires for what one perceives as
good may not be allowed to stem
above law and order for then we
begin to lose sight of our purpose.
As James R. Lowell wrote in 1848,
"There's nothing we read of in torture's inventions, like a wellmeaning dunce with the best of intentions. tt
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ALLWORK
NO PLAY
Everyone's not ra.b -rah over college sports. More than half of the
adults surveyed by a Media
General-Associated Press poll say
sports are overemphasized and that
overzealous fans often violate the
rules by giving money to players.
College grads were far more likely
say there's an overemphasis on
sports than adults with less education.

THE
DEAD

RULE
Marilyn Monroe is still an icon.
and a major heroine to college
males. says aU. of WisconsinMadison psychologist. Other. contemporary heroines include Madonna and Christie Brinkley - as well
as st udent s ' mothers. Mot her
Teresa. and Nancy Reagan.

WHAT ABOUT
EASIER
TEACHERS?
Grade-points heat up during the
summer. That's what they found at
the U. of Alabama - an averageincrease of .20 for undergraduates
during summer term compared to
the fall. For graduates, the di fference was .37. Officials, researchers, and students put forward
several theories to account for it: a
faster. more stimulating pace; increased pressure (both of these due
to the brevity of the term): fewer
courses. And this from a junior
business major: "I think it all
depends on what courses you
take ."

classes,
may
have
been
misconstrued. The opinion said UT
could not appoint instructors
salaried by religious organizations
to teach the classes. UT's response,
however, was to cancel the classes
altogether, forcing students wanting to take them to go off campus
- and sacrifice credits. This prompted the attorney general to issue
a clari fication: The system can offer
the classes (and credit) taught by
religion-affiliated instructors, if
constitutional guidelines are follow- .
Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of rum.
ed - including secular purpose and
Underwater archaeology students at
no "excessive entanglement. "
Florida Keys Community College
get to study timbers from the
Spanish treasure vessel, the Nuestra
Senora de Arocha. shipwrecked in
1622 off the Florida Keys coast.
Shiver me timbers!
What's really important at a
football game? Answers are becom-

I THOUGHT
WOOD FLOATS

HERE'S
LOOKING AT
YOU KID
You can't hide lying eyes. The U.
of Tennessee is considering a new
way to detect drug use among its
athletes: eye tests.: Officials say a
pupilorneter test, which is cheaper
than a urinalysis test, uses a small
flashlight to chart the response of
eyestoligh1. It can indicate whether
drugs such as cocaine, marijuana,
PCP and heroin have been used in
the past three to four days. The new
test won't replace the urinalysis
test, it'll indicate whether a followup- test is needed, says one official.
-Compiled By Linda Zuech

LESS
FILLING

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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THANK

MAMA!

GOD!

Gracious Games. "Profanity,
racial comments, or other in-

Holy first amendment! A Texas
attorney general's opinion concern-

timidating

ing a UT System tradition, Bible

directed

ing clearer at the U. of Tennessee,
where officials have reversed field
and outlawed alcohol in Neyland
Stadium's new skyboxes. Students
cried .hypocrisy when the boxes
were excepted from the school's
rule against booze in the ball field.
So, what do tenants of the
$24,OOO-a-year boxes think? HWe'll
still have good food and airconditioning," said one. "If we can
have soft drinks and sandwiches
and bathrooms then we can wait,"
seconded another.

ERS

players and other team representatives will not be tolerated at
Mississippi State athletic events,"
says a new school policy. Fans who
continue unruly behavior after being warned by security officers will
be ejected from events. MSU will
also encourage students and faculty
to form hospita1ity groups to host
visiting fans at baseball games.

YO
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TICKERT
ITALIAN
HERITAGE
PLAYS
"The Gift" and "The Return"
,
two plays by Dr. Mario Fratti and
an adaptation from Boccaccio's
"Tales From The Decameron" will
be sponsored by CUNY's John D.
Calandra Italian American Institute, Wednesday, September 30,
Thursday, October 1 and Friday
October 2 at 7 p.m. The plays will
be shown at the CUNY Graduate
Center Auditorium, 33 W. 42nd S1.
Manhattan during the beginning of
Italian Heritage and Culture
month.
The one act Fratti plays, directed
by Susan Gitenstein and presented
by Women In Theater Network, are·
'the first part of a unique program
which includes tales from Boccaccios "Decameron" presented by
the Italian Heritage Opera/Theatre,
adapted Gayle Stahluth and
directed by James Bormann. The
"Decameron " tales will be interspersed with authentic Italian
madrigals from the fourteenth century performed by the Salamone
Trio.
"The Return" focuses upon the
devastating effect of World War II
and its attendant casualities on an
Italian family while "The Gift"
outlines and then reveals the causes
of an old woman's isolation and her
inability to reconnect to the outside

world.
Boccaccio spins his immortal
tales against the backdrop of the city of Florence beseiged by the Black
Death. The Italian Heritage
Opera/Theater unfolds these stories
of rescaJity, murder, immortality
and bandity with a true sense of the
spirit and times in which they were
written. .
.
Admission is free, however.
reservations are suggested and can
be made by calling (212) 382-0629.

PRE-

RECRUITMENT
INFORMATION
A pre-recruitment information
Session sponsored by the Office of
Career Services (SBPA) and the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey will take place on Oct.
1.

The session will be held in Room
350. 360 Park Ave. So. from 4-5
p.m.

against AIDS victims.
For further information on the
event contact: Nick Curto in
Washington (202) 628-0760. Or call
(212) 463-9787 or (212) 289-1741.

MAKE
UP
EXAMS
Department of Marketing makeup and validation exams will take
place on October 15, 1987.
Students must apply to the Curricular Guidance Office or the
Graduate Office before October I,
1987 to be eligible to take this exam.
Day session students can take the
exam from 3-5 p.m., Room 201S,
360 Park Ave. So. Evening session
students can take the exam from 6-8
p.m., Room 641, 46 E. 26th S1.
Exams can be taken at either
time. Students will not be notified
but must check the departmental
bulletin boards.

ACCOUNTING
SYMPOSIUM

MARCH

ON
WASHINGTON
A national march on- Washington
for Lesbian and Gay rights will take
place in Washington D.C. on October 11.
The marchers. win demand a
massive increase in funding for
AIDS research, education and care
and protest the discrimination

A symposium on careers in Corporate Accounting will be held Oct.
1 between 12:45 - 2 p.m. Participants will be American Express,
Equitable Life. IBM and Morgan
Guaranty.
The event will take place in the
Faculty Lounge, 5th Floor, 155 E.
24th St.
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Whether you're into business,
science-or engineering, TI has
all the right calculators with
all the right functions for you.
Every year, thousands of hapless
students watch their course load
become an overload. And even:
year, the smart ones among the'm
pick up a TI calculator and take
a load off.
TI offers everything from
advanced scientifics that clock
your performances, to program,
mables that speak your language,
to a solar..powered financial calculator that highlights your answers
even in lowlight conditions.
And the large, color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you'll spend less time figuring
out the calculator and more time
figuring out your problems.
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The TI.. 74 BASICALC""
Programmable Advanced
Scientific -is Tl's BASIC language

The TI-60 Advanced
Scientific features such
built-rn functions as hexa..
deClrnaVoctal con versions.
inte.£;fatum using Simpson's
rule:. .\tatistics (including
linear regression), trend line
anal: sis and metric to English
conn'TSio1lS. There are also
84 programming steps far
TePt'r:rit.-·t.' calculations.

programmable calculator.
In addition to offeringa full range
of scientific. mathematical and Slaristicalfunctions. the TI..74 offers
a 113 PASIC ke"iu'oTd set u'itha
special function k y that git·t:s dircct
2,ke-..stTOke acc~ss co 4 I BASIC
c()m~. The TI-74 also ha..~
subroutine capability f< JT aJt'anced
programmin~fkxibilir)'.

The TI,f,5 Advanced
Scientific offers all of the
fouilr-in functions of the TI~.
plus a stopu~a[Chi timer fOT lab-

The TI..95

PROCAL~ is

keystroke programmable and also
offers a full range of scientific,
mathematical and statistical functions.
Featured in the Tl,95 is Tl's exclu,
sive PowerWindows TWOperaring
System, which provides easyaccess
to tlte functions and flexible file
management system. Both the Tl,95
and the Tl,74 offer optionalequip..
ment such as Solid Stale SoftWare nt

work, eight physical
constants far use in

thennodynamics and
physics as we~ as
Decision Program'
ming (if. ..then)
capabilities. There

are also 100 pm..

mochdes, .m BK constant memory

gramming steps
for repetitive
calculations.
,

module, a parrable printerand
cassette interface.

TheTI

Business
Analyst SoLar
[eatures TI'~
exdusit.'~ Anvure
s( tlar'" techn;,/..
og», so you can
U~ it in an"
li~ht. PTc.:programm~Jj; mnulas hdp- ~wu

spe~d thTOU~h nusint:ss

prohkms such as
interest, U){ln5. teal eSlaIe. honds. pricing.
and profit.

So pick up a TI calculator today.
It'll save you a lot of grief and it
might just save your skin.
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tional fair. and trips to various
companies. not to mention
refreshments served at the func-

(Continued from ~ .45)
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AapIa ROIaIIO, 1'ras8rer, Stepllell LIla, PraIdaIt, YoIuIIe Cooke, ~
president, Job. Rivera, CoIlUllit1ft cbair and Nadille MardIena, public relations
offlcer of tbe Fo~ilD Trade Sodety.

tions. "
Lim said his greatest fear is t hat
students will lose interest in attending clubs at Baruch. To alleviate
this problem he said other avenues
must also be pursued, specifically,
an increase in stude'llt activity fees
to lighten the money burdens further.
According to Lim. students interpret an increase in the student activity fee too narrowly. "Students
should not just look at the
amount." he said. "burthey should
interpret an increase as the cost for
more interesting programs within
and among the clubs." Baruch
students are charged one of the
lowest activity fees in the City
University System.
If clubs are interest in participating in Co-sponsorship they
must contact the anpropriate committee in DSSG, have a well
thought-out plan of action for the
event. and have two other clubs
prepared to join in the venture. Ed
Mills. treasurer of the DSSG
estimates that this year's Cosponsorship fund has $13.600.00 to
allocate.

DSSG
RESERVE
MONEY
(Continued From Front Page)
said "There were more clubs then
the year before. I think around nine
new clubs were added last year for a
total of 71 up from 62 clubs. "
In part. the added clubs were the
cause of a personnel expenditure of
over $20,000. Said Mitchell,
"When you have more clubs, you
have more vouchers. and when you
have more vouchers you just have
more work. " She added, "The
DSSG last year was more active'
then they had been in previous
years. Mitchell praised some programs, "I thought the Manley and
Robinson Lectures were well
thought out. The senior party was
also better last year then in previous
years." She also said that some
things could have been looked at
more closely. "Money was promised to clubs before the DSSG really
knew how much was there. The
money wasn't that closely watched

Honly typewriters let you proofreadyour
work before they printed iton the page.
What a mess!
You've just proofread your term paper
and it's got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can't hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you've
got to retype the 'entire thing.
,./~J!.:/"
~hat is, .unless you typed it on
,. .~!.lt i .~t
a Videowriter."
... ~:.:., »,

The Videowriter solves all
your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one:
typos.

A·./.'ri :-,:;::.:....;::~.

.11 "'.:; ;(:.: :\; ;

buttons and it does the counting for you.

It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of

what you've typed, right?
Well, if you' use a Videowriter you won't
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the
button marked "print," Press it
and the Videowriter will make
another original.
And because your work is automatically stored on a standard
3 1/2" floppy disk. you can
make those copies
whenever vou
'::;;:,::.,. want.
''''';:;::It obviously does

:

"':~h>

On an ordinary typewriter
it would mean a bottle of
white-out and a frustrating interruption.v-j
On a Videowriter
it just means press- :.:.".: .
"':v .
ing the key marked "delete:' That's ~::IT:i:·:::::-: ..
all. Because you type your work on a:"::":'
screen before you print it on a page.
'-:'.;...
.... It edlts
'-De
~.
;'.
And how about those bigger problems
. like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
• -;
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and
paste" them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked "move" and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It's that simple.
It spells.
\\:"hat happens when you're typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop tyning,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
_./. -corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell,"
";<'.

<.~~:"

a lot more than type.

>:1

.~ That's

because the word processing features just go on and on.
What's more, we sell the Videowriter" Word
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn't you?
C I.;"

,,~C_ EJon_onCorp

" .....lI'
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It counts words.
If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two

Videowrlle,e'is a

~15lered lr~rk

of North A~ican Philips COn5UrMr Elecuonin Corp.

MAGNAVOX
Smart.very smart.

and they (the OSSG) didn't check
out the books before making some
of the decisions."
"In the final analysis," said
Richards, "We are here to serve the
students. If the students demand
events, if the students' demand services, if the students demand lectures, I say give it to them. To meet
the demand, the reserve had to be
used up. " "Simply" he said,
"because the level of funding of
student events, of bringing in
speakers, of putting on shows (like
lip-sync) increased by such a rapid
extent during the year."
Richards agreed with Mitchell
and stated that clubs played a role
in increasing spending, "When you
have more clubs hopping on board
the level of spending is gonna increase. We are also taking a more
active role in club programming
and financing. It is not common
knowledge, but we helped for example put together the Italian
Club's end of the year party at a
considerable cost to government."
A referendum is on the DSSG
agenda. to increase student fees by
$13.65. Said Richards, "It would
have been nice to have tile type of
carry-over that previous year's prior
administrations have enjoyed. But
that's the reality we are addressing.
We are addressing that reality by
asking for an activity fee increase,
so that succeeding governments
don't run into the same type of problem that we've run into." He emphasized. "You have to understand
what we are all about. We are here
to serve the students. We are not
going to say to students, we will not
meet your demands. Not while we
have an alternati ve. " He added,
"Rather than run it (the reserves)
down to zero. or stifle the demand.
Let us service the demand and ask
for an increase."

STUDENTS
CANCEL

STUDENT ELECTION.S AND
GOVERNANCE REVIEW.COMMITTEE
Fall 1987 Referenda Information

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The text or precis of a referendum must appear on the same
sheet as the signature.·Any referendum proposing modification
of existing student activity fees must indicate both the present
fee structure and the proposed change. Clarity is the determining factor in the number of signatures required per page.
Generally, 20 signatures per page on letter size paper and 40
signatures per page on legal size paper will be acceptable.
Each sheet must contain actual and original signatures.

6.

A referendum shall pass when a majority of the student vote
approves it.

7.

Copies of Referenda Procedures are available at the Dean of
Students Office, Room 1702, 360 PAS or the Office of Evening
and Graduate Student Services, Room 527, 46 East 26th Street.

Deadlines are established and extended at the discretion of
. SEGRC.
All referenda must be petitioned by at least 10%
propriate student body.

of the ap-

Signatures on all petitions will not be cqnsidered valid unless
the respective student's printed name and Social Security
number 'appear next to the signature.

**If 100/0 of the appropriate Student Body signs an approved petition for
referendum, an election will be held in mid-October. Only I.D. Cards
validated for the Fall Semester shall be honored.

* ... *
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(Continued from From Page)

reimburse Crum for the money she
lost. as the Art Society had not yet
been given approval as a club. The
decision is to be left to the discretion of DSSG President John
Richards.
Richards called the problem "a
misunderstanding" and said, "Not
only was the club not chartered and
had not submitted any request
forms (vouchers). but they told us
about it on an after-the-fact type of
basis. "
Harvey said that when Crum
realized she was out the
"We
went to the student government .
They said it had never happened
before. I was flabbergasted. I had
never been involved in this before
and I thought this was the right way
to go about this." She added.
"They (government) gave us a lot
of flak. They said, 'You did it
wrong. You should have told us.
Now you're out this money."
Crum who has been running the
Baruch Art Gallery since last
semester and has not been reaching
said, "It's my fault entirely. It's not
a problem of the st udent govern-.
ment or the club's president, or the
dean of students' office or the president of the DSSG. They are in no
way obligated. Maybe they could
reimburse me a little something-if
they do it would be great, but they
don't have to."
Edward Mills, treasurer of the
DSSG said. "I'll put it this way-if
we had a lot of money this year I
would say no problem, but personally I say no. I don't mean to
sound cold, but she should have
realized what she was getting into."

All referendum material shall be presented to the Student Elections and Governance Review Committee for review and
clartttcetlon. no later than Oalober 2, 1987, before petitions can
be ctrculated.

The Day Session Student Government's Committee on Committees is
seeking representatives to various Student/Faculty Committees.r-If
you are interested, please leave a brief written application in room 40'9
Student Center at 135 E. 22 St. for Sharron Allen, Chairperson.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD PEOPLE
POSITIONS A VAILABLE

DAY SESSION STUDENT REPRESENTATI'ON
ON FACULTY COMMITTEES

sm,

I1

,

t;
j

General Faculty
Fou r representatives chosen annually by Day Session Student Assembly.
Faculty/ student Disciplinary Committee
Two day session students elected annually.
Committee on the Library
Two students chosen by Day Session Student Assembly.
Committee on Financial Aid
One fully matriculated student chosen by Day Session Student Assembly.
Committee on Collegiate Athletic Activities
One student member chosen by Day Session Student Assembly.
Joint Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum and Articulation
Two students selected by Day Session Student £,ssembly.
Joint Committee on Student Evaluation of ceurses and Teaching
Two students selected by Day Session Student Assembly.
Student Elections and Governance Review Committee
Two students nominated by Day Session Student Assembly

School ot Business & Public. Administration
Faculty
Two matriculated students in good standing registered as majors in the school selected by Day
Session Student Assembly.
Executive Committee
One student. registered as a major in the school chosen by student members of the faculty.
Committee on Curriculum
One student selected by Day Session Student Assembly.
Committee on Academic Standing
One student matriculated and in good standing in the School of Business
and Public Administration chosen by Day- Session Student Assembly.

School of Education & Educational Services
School of Uberal Arts and Sciences

.
I

.!

1

,

J

Faculty
Two students registered as majors in the School chosen annually by Day
Session Student Assembly.
Executive Committee
One student registered as a major in the school chosen by student members of the faculty.
Committee on Curriculum
One student chosen by Day Session Student Assembly registered as a major in School.
Committee on Undergraduate Academic Standing
.
One student registered as major in School chosen by Day Session Student Assembly.

Faculty
Two students chosen by Day Session Student Assembly who are majors
in one of the departments of the School of Education.
Executive Committee
One student registered as a major in the school chosen by student members of the faculty.
Committee on Academic Standing
One student matriculated in the School of Education designated by Day Session Student
Assembly.
Program Board (Committee on Curriculum)
__
•
Two students matriculated in the School selecteo by OSSA,

...
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than last year's nine dollar increase
referendum. Debbie Bick Duggan.
assistant director for student center
programming saw last year's failed
increase positively, "It's kinda
good that it (the nine dollar increase) didn't pass because it wasn't
enough. Had it passed there would
have been no way to go back and
ask for more money." Aylrnan said
that he remembers when the student
center offered little in the way of
programming. "The student center
was a house of inactivity. The best
way to make things happen is to
throw money at it. At one point we
were able to put $30,000 towards
programming. really incredible
amount. Unfortunately, as costs go
up, programming and services are
really the first to suffer. ,.
Aylman added. "The student
Center is a support structure for
extra-curricular activities, which
have a way of humanizing the campus when you don't have a physical
one.::

to increase benefits across the
board. I think it is necessary. We sit
and quibbl, but the increase would
really only bring us in line with
other CUNY schools."
The petitions for a referendum
will be presented to the Student
Elections and Governance Review
Committee, no later than October
2. 1987. If the petition is passed
SEGRC. an election open to all
students will be held in midOctober.
The thrust of the DSSG camnaign will be aimed at all students
not just those active in student activities. Said Richards, "We are not
only looking for the votes of 1600
students who are already involved
in organizations. those who reap
the primary benefits. But also the
students. who we hope to show.
who we hope to illustrate, just how
much their activity fees have given
them, Just how much more they can
and will be able to garnish from
their activity fees." He added.
~'Students, as all people do. have a
(Continued From Front Page)
natural aversion to paying 'taxes.
Naturally. there is going to be a
able income to a child.
tendency for students not made 2. Part of the scholarship may be
aware of how their fees are being
counted as a students' contribution to his or her own support
allocated. Not made aware of how
there fees are spent, aware of what
and this knocks you out of a
good their fees are bringing them. It
dependency deduction with
$1,900 in 1987.
is natural that these students will be
opposed to any increase. We plan to 3. You may wind up paying the tax
for your child without getting
make the students aware of the
issues which surround the
any tax benefits.
increase. "
According to an administrator
The $13.65 increase earmarks
from the Office of Student Finanmore money for the student center,
cial Assistance:' "Students will

FINANCIAL
AID
REVISIONS

realize they are subject to the law
when they have to fill out the 1040·
Form."
"The Graduate students. who are
affected the most. will see the effect
on their assistantships." said Murphy. "However. that whole issue
needs to be clarified on the taxability of assistantships. This doesn't inelude tuition. fees and books. This
is the problem." he continued.
Murphy explained. that nondegree students can expect anv
assistance they receive for tuition.
fees. books and supplies. which is
not much to be counted as taxable.
"Basically."
Murphy said.
"What the tax reform has done. is
that it has made all financial aid
over and above the cost of tuition.
fees and mandatory books and supplies taxable with the exception of
loans. As a result of the law,
students should be saving their bursars receipt. sales receipts of books
and course-related supplies and any
other grant monies received after
December 31. ]986:' he said.
AdditionaJly, Murphy said that
as a result of the law. The Council
of Financial Aid Officers has formed a tax task force. It was formed to
develop the mechanisms for both
the student of the new regulations
and to help the different colleges of
the City University comply with the
new regulations.
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Bookstore Expands
By SUSAN ROBERTS
The Baruch Bookstore, located
in the basement of 360 Park Avenue
South. was expanded by one-third
of the original size over the summer
months. according to George
Halsey. the Bookstore manager.
According to Steven Chernick.
the assist-mt manager of the
Bookstore. "we got the reading
room. The reading room was about
one-half of our original space. So,
we are expanded by one-third."
Halsey said the Bookstore had
been the same size for ten years.
The plans for the expansion were
made last year.
Chernick said the expanded space
was used to make the actual selling
area bigger. he said, "we've got
more room for books and supplies.
We have a bigger area for our
clothing department than we ever.
had before."
Chernick said no extra people
.were hired to the regular Bookstore
staff. Extra people are hired to

~ YIIOCIEIICIo. ~
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work temporarily during the rush
times. He said seven registers are
usually used. 12 are used during
rush.
Halsey said he could not tell if the
expansion had increased sales since
the number of texts sold had not
been calculated.
Chernick said thanks to the expansion. "There was more space to
process more people. more
quickly."
According to Halsey. although
the Lex Book Exchange sells many
of the same texts as the Baruch
Bookstore, the two are not in competition. The two stores charge
regularly the same prices for the
books, however the Baruch
bookstore has an edge because they
carry all the required texts.
Chernick invited all Baruch
students to "come down and see us.
You'll see our big; new. improved
look,"

,

We. We.I~oW\c. A')

guess it was reviewed and procedures were followed."
Mikulsky said. "It is In violation
of fire regulations to put tables in
the lobby. Therefore., you always
(Continued from Front Page)
have to have a review of what type
of crowds will be attracted and how
Mikulsky said a request must first
much congestion there is where you
be reviewed by the Dean of ptlt the table. That establishes the
Students' Office.
policy. We don't have an enormous
campus where we could have tables
~
Richards said that he had been
placed
out on our grassy lawn. We
~
approached by several students to
! ask for thetables on their behalf. are very restricted as tonowmuc
~ Richards went to Dr. Samuel traffic we can have in our buildings.
Certainly you can understand that
Johnson, the dean of students.. to
at 26th S1. or in the lobby of the
make the request. Johnson said he
23rd
St. buildings we could never
. told Richards that requests for
put tables, its far too congested. We
tables to petition was not his
have many few areas where tables
department. Johnson said, "The
die
could be placed. This goes back 11
student group was interested in door 12 years; this is not a new
ing a petition. If people want to
policy;"
petition they are entitled to do it."
Mikulsky said, "I had not seen
Nelson said, "If we did not get
an appropriate request come in. All the tables. it did not stop us. We're
we got was a nebulous phone call. still asking the students in the
We asked for it (the request for
Baruch community to endorse
tables) to be supported by an ap- . Regent Sanford by signing a petipropriate student group."
tion sheet."
When asked why a non-affiliated
According to Nelson Sanford has
group like the Marines were given
been an educator in the New York
table space Mikulsky responded, "I
City School system for 35 years and
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By LINDA ZUECH

has been nominated by the New
York Alliance of Black School
Educators to become the next
chancellor or CUNY.
Nelson said San ford has taught at
Fordham and been a consultant at
Harvard. Also.';'She taught in the
Education. Department at Baruch

over 30. years of experience as
chancellor, She (Sanford) evolved
from the City University. She has
taught at the City University. She's
got the academic credentials and
she has displayed the ability to deal
with the type of problems that New
York City schools face, especially
the dropout rate."
Nelson said, "She (Sanford) was
a teacher at P .S. 21, she went on to
become assistant rind al and then
became principal. When she retired
the school had a complete turnaround .:Eighty-five per cent of the
students were reading on or above
their grade level. She was also principal at the Crispus Attucks School.
She then went on to become a
regent. . .I'm supporting her because
of her experience."
Nelson said. "There has been
talk that if no one gets enough support to become chancellor that Bob
Wagner will take the position, even
though he's the head of the Board
of Education already. But, if we
want Regent Sanford to become
chancellor we wilJ have to show
support for her, and that is the
thrust of my movement."

MIIItb- MlblskY....... of C· ••
Planaing and Facilities.

and that is how I came to know her.
She's an excellent educator."
Richards said, "We have an opportunity' to have someone with
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Miriam Ynocencio, a senior at
Baruch, was elected chairperson of
the Student Council at their
September 10 meeting. She defeated
Nathan Freeman. the onlv other
candidate for the position.
Ynocencio said, "During that
meeting we were each given the
floor for an opportunity to say why
we wanted to have that position."
This was the extent of their campaigning.
According to Ynocencio, "It (the
voting) was done by secret ballot.
We- were told it was very close."
She added, "I think either of us
would have done a good job."
Speaking about Freeman,
Ynocencio said. "This is not his last
year. He has my ~t'port for ·next
year to become chairperson.:
Whatever he does he puts his heart
into: he does it well. I'm sure he
would be great at whatever he
does. "
According to Ynocencio, the
duties of the chairperson are to
work out the weekly agenda for the
meetings and to make sure that
everything on the agenda is done.
Also, to call meetings to order and
collect votes on any issues. She said.
•'1 try to keep each committee informed on what the other committees are doing and I keep the council
informed on what the committees
are doing."
When asked why she chose to run
for the position of chairperson.
Ynocencio said, "I felt that I'm a
good group manager. I felt that
after being a part of student government for over a year I knew how
things were run and felt I could've
done a good job of it. "
Ynocencio is also a part of the
Campus Affairs, Club Chartering
and Co-Sponsorship committees of
the Student Council. She is also affiliated with Helpline, Student
Center Program Board, Theatetron
and Stagewise, Freshman Leaders.
the Advertising Society and C-Step
Mentors. This is her last year at
Baruch.
Ynocencio said, "Lately. I've
been· working' closely with John
Richards. the president of the Day
Session Student Government.
We've planned a party on Friday,
October 2 for everyone. The most
important thing on our agenda, on
everyone's agenda, is trying to push
for an increase in the student fee.
We are also working with John
(Richards) to bring more
distinguished speakers to Baruch."
Ynocencio said her goal was to
"try to make this the most successful year we've ever had."
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How to make coUege· 6fe
a little easier
and a lot more fun.
When you're in college, the way you live is differ-·
ent than at any other time of your life. You keep
different kinds of hours. You have different
kinds of responsibilities. And it all shows up
in the day-to-day way that you use money.
That's why you need Basic Checking'"
from Manufacturers Hanover Trust. The
checking account that's made just for the
way you're living now.
For example, as a student, you probably
don't find yourself writing that many
checks every month. So Basic Checking
gives you eight free ones. *This way, you
only pay one low monthly fee of $4, without the additional per-check charges of
many checking accounts. And that
means some more money left over to
have fun with.
You'll also like the other ways Basic
Checking fits in with college life. And
college schedules.
Because you'll get an MHT Card'" that's
good at every cash machine in the entire
NYCE c network. That's almost 2,000 locations in the :New York area-all waiting for
you 24 hours a day. You can even g~t cash instantly at more than 9,000 CIRRUS- machine
locations coast to coast. And there's no service
charge for using a cash machine, no matter
where or how often you need one,
So whether you need to grab a sudden cab
ride across town to the library, or a 2 a.m.
pizza for a study break, you'll never be short
of the pocket money to do it with.
What's more, you'll enjoy all these privileges without having to keep a minimum balance in your account. Something else you can
really appreciate..
.
Instead of having a checking account that
doesn't fit in with college life. get the one that
lets you enjoy it more. For more information
about Basic Checking, call 1800 M~BANK
or mail the coupon. Or just stop into any
Manufacturers Hanover branch.

We'll.help you get
where you want to go.
-If)'OUahould happeD to:.e more than eichtchecka
there will be. fee rLSOC for
check.

r

-----------------~-I

Please send me a free brochure and application
for Manufacturers Hanover Basic Checking.
Please mail to:
Manufacturers Hanover, Bankless Banking Center

100 Duffy Avenue. Hicksville, NY 11801
Name

_

Address
City

_

State

Zip

Mailbox ,

(if any)

L

_
_

Please te11 us
what school you attend

-=::-=
~

~~

in ao,y given month,
eech extra
In addition, there will be• SOC charp for ao,y chedt c:ahed at • teller

window. Member FDIC.
@ 1987MaJufacturen Hanover. All righta reRned.

L

The Consumer Banking Group

~---------------------------------------------............ ~ ...
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In one ear,
out the other.
If heard.
By JOHN RICARD

BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY
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WHAT

I S IT WORTH
TO YOU???

Crum said. Many Korean dignitaries at-

1. To have manv .more
'../'
r":
'.i:'
interesting and' diversified'
\:t. IJ"\ \
~jl'r- \\
I club events and prominent speake rss
I ':~:'~(~~~L"
'
2. To have well dressed and
p);(~:~£fffi,-vell-equipped a thI etes~o
represent YOUR Alma Mate rP?
3. 'To have a w e ll maintained Student Center?
4. To have a more informed communications
~

~.

tended the show, which was broadcast live
from Baruch on the evening news on National Korean TV. "[This] was really a big
. item in Korea." Crum stated.
At past shows there have been visits from
several mayors from the Netherlands. the
mayor of The Hague. the deputy mayor of
Amsterdam and the French Consul
General. There have been articles in the
New York Times and various art magazines
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Most of the paintings have been done
within the last three years. but some were
painted in the 19605. While most of the
paintings are on loan to Baruch from art
galleries, some do belong to private collectors. For this show. Crum explained. "I
thought it would be interesting to present
the work from that earlier wave along side
the new material. There is a kind of affinity
between the two different eras. the 60s and
80s." She also said, "You can see that there
is a continuity in post-war Spanish art."
Julius Morton. a senior who attended the
show on opening night. said this:
. "I think it's great. There is quite a
variation of style that's being displayed in
here. and it's really interesting." Morton
found out about the show from his professor. He said further ~ "I probably
wouldn't have known about the show ·if my
professor hadn't told the class about the
See Art on page B5
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In the September issue of Art in America,
there is an article about the Spanish paintings that mentions the shows at Baruch
College. The most publicity the shows have
received so far was during the Korean art
show in 1985. This show was attended by
Suh-Se-ok, "a very famous Korean artist."
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Stay Tuned f~r Voting Dates

(in the basement of 360 PAS). At each
center, there is a volume control that we
can't get to. We are working on getting motion detectors that would detect how much
motion is in the room. It would raise and
lower the volume according to how many
people are in the room."
In response to complaints that the radio
should not be played in areas in which
. students are trying to study. Lopez says.
"There are many places to study (in this
college) that are quiet." There are two quiet
lounges for studying on the fifth floor of
Park Avenue South." Currently, WBMB is
not broadcasting in the tenth floor cafeteria
of the 23rd Street buildinl, an area that
Lopez feels can be used for studying. Lopez
says that students can also study in the 18th
Street building because U(that area) is totally free of us.
. Everywhere we broadcast, there is a quiet
area nearby. We don't even petition to
broadcast in those areas."

.~
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The following travelogue tells of the
author's experiences and impressions of
Greece, where she traveled during the summer vacation.
Interested in visiting an exotic and versatile land, where historical sites are blended with mythological tales and island
allure? Greece and her isles may be the
place for you. Echoes of philosphers' past,
such as Socrates and Plato, can be reflected
upon when one visits Athens. This, the
country's capital, is also the center of Greek
history. Here, the spectacular Parthenon,
amidst the Acropolis (city on a hill), can be
seen. This incredible monument, a temple
dedicated to Zeus and Athena (after whom
Athens was named), brings to mind stories
of Greek gods and goddesses.
In Athens, one can see the open-air
stadium where the first modem Olympics
were held in 1890. Also, the ruins of the
Temple of Zeus, along with the Academia,
Library, University and Royal Palace, can
be seen. All of these buildings are of neoclassical structure and adorned with
"doric style" columns, which are quite
detailed and ornate. and typical of Greek
architecture.
After experiencing the magnificence of
Athens, the perfect escape is on the islands
of Mykonos and Poros. Mykonos is a six
hour ferry ride from Athens and is an
island paradise for the international jet set.
Here, surrounding a beautiful harbour, one
can shop at exclusive boutiques frequented
by Greek tycoons and tourists alike. The
nightlife is pulsating and the cosmopolitan
aura is intense. The narrow maze-like
streets are lined with shops, as well as outdoor restaurants, bars and nightclubs. Here
the shops are closed between 1:30 - 6:30
p.m. for what the Europeans call "siesta."
This is just a way for the shopkeepers to
regenerate their spent energy levels allowing

them to remain open until midnight:
delighting many compulsive shoppers. The
warmth of the store keepers entices browsing and leads to eventual spending,
especially on the unusual and striking gold
jewelry and gems.
At the numerous restaurants, one can experience sumptuous Greek cuisine, as well
as that of diverse cultures. The nightclubs
pulsate with the latest music and tourists
from just about every background are
represented.

is ideal if you are travelling with a group of
about five. Although it can be a bumby ride
at times, it may be worth the extra opportunity to gel a Ian.
The beaches of Mykonos equal those of
any tropical island. The cool, clear
aq u a m a ri ne waters are' irresistable. A
voyeur's paradise, it may take some time to
accustom oneself to the nonchalance of
the many topless women and sometimes
stark nudity exhibited by male and female
alike. Mykonos has acquired a reputation

mix.
Poros is the perfect foil for Mykonos, an
ideal island on which to recuperate before
returning home. While Europeans seem to
devour every moment passionately with a
set-back, slow-paced attitude towards time,
the Greeks of Poros capitalize on
this way of life. This is the spot to take off
your watches, unplug your alarm clocks
and just let days of sun and fun flow into
cool moonlit nights. In Poros, it is possible
to indulge oneself in the island's every
pleasure as would a Greek god and goddess.
Inhibitions are released -and routines are
forgotten; everyone lives for the moment.

Like Greek
gods and goddesses,
you can indulge
in all of
the island's
pleasures.
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The Parthenon on the Acropolis,
The most exciting way to tour Mykonos
is by moped. Renting and riding one all
over the island, through the hills and along
the ocean, is an unforgettable experience.
Th is means of transportation enhances the
island's magnificence and is favored by
tourists, as well as natives. The second best
way of getting around is by open jeep. This

overlo()kin~

Athens.

of being a land of drug users and gays, exhibiting an almost orgy-like atmosphere.
This is a distorted impression of an island
which, in its own way, emphasizes individuality and allows a somewhat avantgarde lifestyle of diverse pleasures. The
island tries to maintain a portrait of unique
people and colorful tastes producing a spicy

Days can be spent swimming, sunbathing
or participating in one of many watersports.
This might mean taking a raft or canoe out
to sea, exploring or just laying out on. the
beach, soaking up the rays. If you are with
a friend, paddleboating may be even more
fun.

FEATURES

BARUCH'S INTERNATIONAL GROWTH!
Foreign students on campus
By JACQUELINE MULHERN
Baruch welcomes foreign students. Each
year" the school lures an increasing number
of students, who have been educated
abroad, due .to its strong reputation in
business. The foreigners often make great
sacrifices to come to America. The school's
administration works to
the transition
for them.
The International Student Office (located
on the fifth floor of 155 E 24 St.) was created
in February 1985 to specifically handle the
problems of foreign students. Its director,
Stephen Goldberg, explained the function
of the office: uWe help students when
they're admitted to college to put together
documents necessary to be admitted into
the country.' They assist the students in
obtaining their visas and in filling out the
complicated U.S. Immigration forms. Once
the students are enrolled at Baruch, the
I.S.0. helps them find on campus employment, gives them information about banking and insurance as well as answering their
questions about New York.

ease

When the sun disappears and the stars
come out, a moonlight cruise is a splendid
way of evoking a romantic mood. And is
there a better place for romance than the
land of love itself? Bur for singles the outdoor nightclubs of Poros, strategically
located among the palm trees and hills
overlooking the sea may be more enticing.
Whatever your preference, Greece has
something to offer. When it is time to come
home, one surely packs away precious
memories and is contemplating a speedy
return.

Her family eased the transition to New
York. Her father, with whom she lives, is
the one who suggested that she go to Baruch.
However, she was too late to apply here, so
she went to Hunter for one term before
transferring to Baruch. She decided to major in communications because she loves
the speech and English courses.
She noted that many professors are
sometimes unaware of the problems foreign
students have.
When the professors talk about things
that happened in the past (in U.S. history),
they automatically assume that everybody
knows what happened then."
Roberts feels the school should do more
to help foreign students find housing. She
thinks it's very unfair that non-resident
students are ineligible for financial aid.
Tanneguy De Carne came to Baruch
"I think it's a bit funny that since
from his native Paris in September 1986 as
America
is supposed to be a free country,
part of the student exchange program betyou know, that they discriminate between
ween CUNY and the University of Paris.
and non-resident. I think they
resident
He explained that the staff in the program
(foreign students) need it more. Scholarhelped him make the adjustment to New
would help them a lot."
ships
York much easier. He quickly added,
She also complained that the I.S.0. is too
though, that because he had lived in
understaffed to handle the number of
England and had visited America before, he
foreign
students.
did not have a lot of trouble adapting to life
Roberts compared Nigerians to
in New York.
"I never really had any
z
Americans,
observing that "Nigertans are
problem with the language," he said.
- -... ~ 'very concerned with family and friends, but
. De Came chose to get his MBA in
;.,; Americans don't care... They're really cold,
Finance at Baruch because of the school's
~ they keep to themselves." She gave as an
strong reputation in business and "because
-.tt
..
.... -. example the fact that many adults put their
it's New York and finance is very wellparents into retirement homes, which is
.. centered-here," be-added. He explained the---- -unneard of InNigeria. --- -------.-- .---- - - - - r differences in being an undergraduate in
She spoke more warmly of the people
France and a graduate student in America:
she's met at Baruch: uGenerally the people
"In France I had an easy life ...1 went to the
findi ng a
to move several ti mes before
I'
here are nice ... I didn't expect them to be
suitable apartment. Lin had problems even
this nice." She said that many American
z country when I wanted, there were no
-e money problems... There's a different apbefore
she
came
to
America,
though,
students were eager to hear about Nigeria.
~
~ proach (to school in America) from the stubecause of difficulty getting a visa and
She was surprised at how ignorant they are
passport. She bed to promise--·to .Fe&wA to ". ~oT"-Arr'fca.'· ~_. . _ ._.__-:,_.
._ ,.-'
::11 dent's point of view because most of them
~
~ are already in professional life. They want
her job as a tourist guide after graduation in
She ~shes to return to Nigeria when she
Oidet. to leave dIe COantlv. ' . _ - - ' - ' - - .- is older. -- .-------.- ---------..------------.Once she arrived' in -America~ she ~d to .
adjust to the differences in Western culture.
, ,'" ", '.
.'.. " < : , , , N , " ' "
She said she was shocked ~y the lack of !":.~~.;,·:~~~~:;:.~i. ·.A:'
being shaped
respect. students have for their professors.'!~.r,_,:;",,'<:,.;·<>-v:fi<~
..... -, "';- .. ,.·...#/"'ft."fc;;f$:'k;,t~.
uOnental cultures respect teachers, pro- _
. . .;S,."..,by NewVork
bably over-respect them. When I first came
here,
I thought teachers here were gods .
... I started to
Then I found students saying things like,
'He's stupid, he's a jerk.' In China you
take the path
never say things like that," she explained.
She also admitted, though, that her attitude
of this town."
towards her professors has become much
more casual, too.
She found solace in the friends she made
France
here at Baruch. She advises foreign students
"to have more contact with other students,
In the relatively short time since he arrivto
join club hours... go to every club until
ed in New York, De Came has experienced
you find one you like." Lin herself is a
some profound changes in his personality.
member
of the Foreign Trade Society and
He explained that because of the more
the Chinese Graduate Student Society.
strenuous. life-style he thinks he has
Lin humorously told of her experience in
matured considerably.
marketing
class when she first came to
a
"I think I've changed a lot. I've become
Baruch. Her professor assumed everyone
stronger and harder within myself. I've
knew
all the companies mentioned in. class
learned to be more responsible, to be more
such as Porche, Masserati and Cover Girl.
confident; otherwise you're left behind in
Lin, however, was unfamiliar with these
this town," he reflected.
Raveen Singh was on vacation here. in
brand-names
and, much to Iter chagrin, was
He discussed how he has been shaped by
America when his uncle, who lives in New
unable to find them in the dictionary. She
the quick pace of life in New' York. He
York, suggested that he stay to do his
advises foreign students to avoid managespoke of an incident he had when he first
MBA.
He claims he had little trouble
ment and marketing courses until they are
began to the subway. He saw a man carryacclimating to life in
New York
knowledgeable about American culture.
ing a sign which explained "Earthquake is
because
his
American
relatives
helped
Lin has decided to major in finance
coming! ! " He laughed at the surprising
him. However, he did admit to a certain
because very few people in China have an
sight of this man. However, a few months
culture
shock when he first arrived from InMBA in that subject, so she will be part of
later, he saw the same man, but barely
dia.
an elite group at home.
noticed him the second time. He was struck
"In terms of the pace of life, it's extremeLin concluded that "a lot of foreign
by the realization that "I was being shaped
ly hectic and extremely fast-paced comstudents are intimidated by the new
by New York ... I started to take the path of
pared to India. It's far more leisurely in Incustoms and culture. They don't know
this town."
dia... Your full system is so different in
what
to
ask."
But
she
stressed
that
Though New York life has been challengterms of family ties and culture, all that is
. "foreign students have to let people know
ing for him, he said that adapting to the
extremely
different [there],"
you have problems. "
•
school environment has been comparatively
Singh originally went to St. John's
easy.
University for one term before transferring
Our courses (at the University of Paris)
Susan Roberts has perhaps had the
to Baruch, explaining that "I chose Baruch
and system are basically the same as
easiest time adjusting to life in New York
for the name [for business] it had in New
yours, " he said, adding that at Dauphine,
than any of the students interviewed. As the
York and because it was the most
his college, the class size is much smaller
daughter of a Nigerian diplomat , she has
economical schooL.. I couldn't afford any
than at Baruch.
lived in Russia, England and Mauritania,
other school."
never living in one place for more than two
He remarked on the differences between
See FOREIGN STUDENTS on
years at a time. She is an "expert" at adapNew Yorkers and Parisians, saying that the
pageB5
former are often very rude and career . ting to new places and people.
cross-cultural communication and the
evaluation of foreign student credentials.
The university hopes to sponsor many
similar programs to increase awareness of
the foreign students' problems.
Though the students come from more
than 50 countries, they share many similar
concerns and problems. The four students I
interviewed all discussed the difficulties of
leaving a home thousands of miles away
and adjusting to a new country with different customs. They all complained about
the expense of living in New York, as well
as the dirt, the noise and the fast-paced
lifestyle. But despite the problems and annoyances, they all said that coming to
Baruch was worth the special effort.
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Check Out the Balance Sheet
Public Accounting

Corporate Accounting

Career
ocportu n ities

ExceMent

Excellent

Tralninc
prograrrs

Excellent

Excellent

High earnmo
potentia:

Excellent

Excellent

Advancement

Excellent

Excellent

Surnulat.no
cnallenges

Excellent
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To learn about opportunities in the corporate sector come to a symposium:

NIGHT STUDENTS
LEARN & EARN
Oar client a malti-billion
doUar communications company
has several openings in their
message center. These are temp
jobs which can lead to perm
position & benefits include
tuition refand. Call dack at
683-1333.

Careers in Corporate Accounting
Thursday, October 1, 1987
12:45 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
155 East 24 Street
Faculty Lounge
Participants: American Express, Equitable life, 18M, and Morgan Guaranty

S;:>cr.sors· Clr,lce of Career Services
3c;~C'·cl of Business and Public Administration

The Accounting Society

Beta Alpha Psi

NASA
Baruch College/CUNY

Before the I.S.0. was started, there was
no seperate office for the foreign students.
Goldberg explained 'that the number of
foreign students has tripled in the past three
years. He estimates that there are 1,200
non-resident and 600 resident students at
Baruch, many of whom are United Nations
employees and their families. The office was
created to satisfy a sudden demand.
He attributes the recent increase to "the
reputation of the school world-wide...
When one student has a positive educational experience, he tells his friends and
relatives and they apply. It grows like a
pyramid." He paused, then added, "Also,
the low tuition is less than most
institutions. "
Goldberg is responsible for verifying all
the international students enrolled at
Baruch. Due to recent 'changes in the immigration laws, the college is responsible
for the completion of the student's paper
work so they may legally remain in this
country. He commented that the additional
paperwork makes the transition to Baruch
more complicated because the students
must worry whether they have all the complicated government forms completed. The
I.S.0. also puts out the International Student Newsletter which provides the students
with information about the school. In
describing his job, Goldberg said, "I feel
like a policeman, of the whole thing."
There has been such a growth in the number'
of international students at the other
CUNY schools that there was conference
last spring of the college administrators to
make them better understand the problems
of foreign students.
The four day event was sponsored by
CUNY's Office of Admission Services and
attended by employees from over 200
public and private colleges in the New York
metropolitan area. The exchange of information among international student advisors and college administrators included
such topics _as the new inunigration law,

oriented. He said that Americans are much
more concerned 'with money and success
than Parisians.
De Came praised the staff of the exchange program as "always ready to help
you." He has found the professors and administrators sympathetic to the problems of
foreign students. such as registration and
other details of campus life ...
Despite the strain of living in New York,
he summed up his experience at Baruch as
"a rewarding life. It's always a challenge."
Yiyang Lin left her home in mainland
China without knowing anyone in America.
Though she knew the English language
well, she was ignorant of American culture
and customs. She had trouble in finding
adequate housing she could afford and had
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Sell

Sublime Packaging

Continued from page B4

Pratt exhibit looks at
new marketing techniques.

customer: All the angles are used in order to

By KENNETH BROWN

Coca-Cola. Is it the taste or color you
most remember about this product? Maybe
it's the commercials? Whether you answer
"yes" or "no", you almost surely can
visualize a Coca-Cola can or bottle. You are
certainly not alone. Coca-Cola is unquestionably "IT" in terms of the "greatest
global brand identities ever created. Over
300 million servings are drunk in 155 countries all over the world."
So explained the display placard at Pratt
Institute's show on package design and its
importance to marketing and selling products.

Silent Sell:
" ... last chance
to grab
a customer."
Located at Pratt Institute's Manhattan
Gallery in the Puck Building, Silent Sell.
Package Design Today was designed to
convey to the audience the importance and
impact of package design and the package
itself. Hoping to go beyond the tradeoriented design shows that remain on a
technical level, this exhibit was meant "to
speak to the average college educated perSQIl~~~~id Eleanor
Mgreta,
curator-- of
ex----.
-_._-------.-- ---hibits at Pratt Institute. "We wished to
make it also accessible to our own students
.

..

who are not yet professionals." Pratt Institute, a college which concentrates on art
and architecture, has a large program
devoted to design and specifically package
design,
Packaging and package design today are
very sensitive to the marketing needs of the
product. Moreta said, A package is the
last chance a manufacturer has to find a
consumer." The show tries to demonstrate
and show how companies and design firms
determine the right packaging. As several
exhibits tell you, packaging today is determined by a product's market position, the
client' needs and budget, sophisticated consumer research and psychology. They have
to "silent sell."
Designers today have given up on the
largely abstract images used in packaging
earlier this century. Instead, bright, clear
and colorful pictures are used along with
detailed information about the product.
For example, an exhibit shows how
Purina's Hi Pro brand of dog food uses the
"billboard effect" to attract consumers.
Because it is competing with other brands
side by side on the supermarket shelf, large
pictures of dogs are used to capture the consumer's eye. This design also cleverly coordinates the size of the package with the size
of the breed and age of dog. The cute dog,
or intbe case of toy products _the cute baby,
plays upon the emotions of any potential
See Sc>11 on ,'Uf!C> 85
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The TI Business Analyst..Solar
has all the right functions to
help you get down to business.
Is your present calculator good
enough to make it in business? Probably not. That's why we made the TI
BA,Solar. The BA,Solar provides
you with preprogrammed functions

for the interest, loans, real estate.
hondo pricing and profit problems
you'll find throughout your business
courses.
The BA,Solar speeds you through
your assignments because the
preprogrammed functions execute
many business formulas at the push
of a single key.

And not only does the BA,Solar
give you higher finance, it gives you
higher technology. The TI BA,Solar
is the only financial calculator with
solar capabilities. Thanks to TI's
Anvlire Solar'!" technology, you can
use the BA,Solar in any lowlighr
conditions.
,
So get your own ~A,Solar at your

~

bookstore today. After all, the last
thing you want to do in business is
take any unnecessary risks.

TEXAS~

INSTRUMENTS

clinch that sale.
The show also displays exhibits showing
how established brands with their own
designs and identies try to improve upon
sales. Breyers Ice Cream used to use a
rather dull white package with "plasticlooking" ice cream scoops pictured, They
decided they needed a new look to capture
today's more upscale oriented market _ The
designers' responded by putting "larger
than life" pictures of the particular flavor
on a background of glossy black. Printed in
bold letters across the top is "THE ALL
NATURAL ICE CREAM.
The dark
backround was "a foil for the luscious texture of the ice cream" giving a high quality
image. It's nutrional value was now stressed. Yet, Breyers retained their familiar
green breyer leaf logo on the package so
past customers would still trust the product.
Other companies using this upscaling
technique successfully are the Grand Union
super market chain and Scotch-brand products.
While focusing mainly on contemporary
design and package design problems, the
curators of the exhibit felt it important to
bring us a glimpse of the future. "We show
how new materials are being used and the
ways in which computer graphics can be
useful. We also thought it very important to
show how we should be designing for the
purpose of recycling," said Moreta.
Lasercomb America. Inc., which
specializes in the design of die-cut boxes, is
exhibited for its advances. In the data base
of Lasercomb's computer there are hundred's of standard die patterns which may
be modified to meet a product's special
needs. This will allow the structural design
of packaging to be completed 9O aTo faster
than today's conventional methods.
Since we live in a world of increasingly
limited resources, the show wanted to stress
the point of recycling. Deserving of a larger
exhibit area. the processes of aluminum, paper and plastics recycling are discussed.
H

--

Aluminum is the only material that can go
through a "Tull-circle'" operation, as it is
described in the industry. This means it can
be "manufactured, sold, used, discarded,
recycled and manufactured over and over
again." Reynolds Metals Co. recycles

Only
aluminum can
be recycled
"fu II-cycle";
paper and
plastic still can't.
enough aluminum to manufacture 5007. of
its cans. With todays technology, this "fullcircle" operation can be completed from
recycled metal in about six weeks. Paper
and plastics are much harder to recycle
under present conditions but researchers
continue to look for new materials for
packaging, easier to recycle.
An exhibit on design at a design school,
Silent Sell appeals to the marketing and'.
advertising majors at Baruch, especial1y.

Showing a very important and practical application of textbook-taught marketing
techniques, the show is and can be very
educational.
Located in the Puck Building at 295
Lafeyette Street (at Houston Street), Silent
Sell, Package Design Today will run until
October 3 J, 1987.

"One assumes, sitting in India, that one
is getting into a pot of gold [in coming to
America.] It is not so. It is not so. It is a lot
of hard work. Without that, nothing is
possible. You can't just sit back, and let
things happen on their own.

Foreign Students

Though he claims that he has not changed since coming to Baruch last year, he says
'!.!
he views America differently.

He has decided to major In
marketing/management so he can utilize
the work experience he got in India.

"I do not see it anymore as a
wonderland, which I did when I was in India. "
When asked his opinion about Baruch..
Singh replied "What I like about school
would be my classes... They're extremely
interesting. What I dislike is· the
disorganization about the school. But, it's
definitely predominated by the 'likes'."

Continued from page B3
Though he found America to be much of
what he expected, he was still elated when
he arrived in New York.
"I had heard, read and seen so much
about America... Yet the thrill was there of
seeing it yourself and living it yourself
which was so difficult from whatever you
may read."

A tribute to Baruch's quality education,
the fact that so many foreign students come
to Baruch can serve as a reminder to native
students at what an exciting place New
York can be.

His enthusiasm for America has been
tempered by the realities of everyday life.
He expressed some surprise at the hard
work required at Baruch.

Think what you can do
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Continued from page B1
show." Morton also said, "The music
definitely does set a nice mood for the art."
Shin Chu, a junior and art student, said,
"This is my first time seeing this kind of
show. It is very interesting and I like most
of it [the paintings]. It gives me a sense of
good feeling, and the music was fantastic."
The music from the miramba, which is a
member of the xylophone family, was
played by Valerie Naranjo. The music was a
mixture of West and South Africa music as
well as Brazilian jazz. "A fusion between
the South American and African music,"
Naranjo said.
"The art show program is really designed
for Baruch students as the primary audience, since most of them don't have much
time to visit museums because they work
and go to school," Crum said. "The openings are a nice opportunity to bring people
from various areas together with Baruch
students." Local art critics appear at the
shows from time to time.
Crum is originally from Nappa Valley,
Californiak. She received her doctor of art
history from Columbia. Crum has taught
art history at Baruch for about ten yeats.
Before becoming the gallery director, she
was the deputy director of the Institute for
Research and History, which is separate
from the college, and other non-profit
organizations. Although Crum's job is to
organize the shows. borrow the works' and
set them up for display, sometimes there are
guest curators who perform these tasks.
These guest curators may be people who
teach at Baruch or outside people who are
just interested.
. Every student at Baruch is welcomed to
take advantage of the art shows. They are
free and run five times a year. The next art
show will be in November and will feature
Moroccan art.
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Pizza for the dorm. A ski trip. TIckets to a concert. They're all
possible with the savings you111 get with the special student discount
on members of the IBM! Personal System/Z'.. family. _
More important is what's possible when you use the systems
themselves.
They can help you graph economic problems. And \\tTite and
revise long papers with ease. Even illustrate your points ld..,.1III!IlI""""~
bycombining words and graphics. So your professors F:
will draw favorable conclusions about vour work.
But remember.. order your Personal System/Z
before zraduation.
After that, we can't deliver your discount.
~

For more information and order booklets, please contact . . .

Alyssa Domerschick
Micro Lab - Room 301 A
Phone - 725-3249
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loud, restless fans. "Come on Baruch,
where you been? The game was supposed to
start at four. man. I got class at six o'clock.
Let's get goin'," fans shouted. They don't
understand why Baruch was late. They just
don't understand the difficulties of the
team. In fact no one understands. Why was
Baruch late for the soccer game'? To answer
the loud, arrogant, ignorant fan's question,
I must .. ~xptail1_ the situation.. Firs; of all,
Baruch must wait until the entire team, including the coach, is together before leaving
for the game. Secondly, traveling from the

field. The nearest field is Lehman. The
team would take an hOUT just to get thereby train of course.
&'We used to practice in Central Park,"
coach Tony Henry explained, "but when
we would try to play, the baseball players
would show us permits. If we didn't leave
then. they would chase us with bats. They
don't issue permits for soccer until late in
September, but by then-it's too late. A gym
practice doesn't really give the same
workout as a field There's something missBy MARl( CALLAHAN
ing. ,.
Despite all the complaints everyone haswould warm. up on the sidelines. be·would.·
baIl. . . . .ia.;t._1 .eao.tIJrough-the
The 0A1ftPo ":_...1 2-2 in the bottom of the
and
rightfully so- Baruch pulled out two
ninth ~.
Average batter, hitting
swing two bats or put a donut on one bat
' air ~ An ·u~:.,..t8Sib8D Will cOntinue to
victories in the last two games to sharpen
.250 with several scattered homeruns, gets
and swing that. He could feel the heaviness
turn smoothlyuntiJ'reacbing the catchers
their record to 3 to I. Saturday's game was
up. He swiDss and connects with a fastball
of the bats 8Ild their~ bat .wouJdapglove. With the~placeon the ball, the
against a strong South Hampton University
for a homer and wins the game becoming a
pear lighter at the pIate~'lbecorking solves
wind will havea different effect on the seufteam. A fter being down 1-0 early in the sehero in the eyes of tile fans. How. did he hit
the c~appearanceH problems and umakes'~
fed area causing the" bail to dip and drop at
cond period, Baruch came back when Basil
that homerun'? He has homeruns, but how
the bat Jisbter.
random, acCording to where the scuff is
Boyer made a beautiful pass to Guy
did he hit one now? Maybe someone should
When many of the f"maers were being
locat-edwllen it strikes the wind. Because of
Celestin. tying the game at one a piece. The
check the bat for cork. Years ago this was
pointed, Howard .JOhnson was -thrown in
this~botb 'the curvebal1 arid fastball have
winning goal was scored by Isaac Pierre
UDhe8id of. If a player stroked a homerun,
the spotlight.. Just beCause 1le bas 1\it"llJOf'e . ·lftO.VeStIU«:am·fool'a1Utter.Tbe'fasttadlis
despite the situation, it was just a homerun,
homeruns this year than any other, is· this
.more:deQstating because it includes speed
Louis. a talented young player with excellent
ball control.
but not,·nv thing more.
'8DY reason to check 'uP oa·,the maD.'Even·
asftllasmovemeat. FOr this reason scuffA
is on the mound with a
though most New York fans feel this ,way,
ina the· ball becomes very attractive to pit
Tuesday's game was a bundle of surprises
3.50 ERA. He can be on some days and off
maybe there's more to. HoJo than' we
chers but with the pleasures of strikeouts
for everyone. Baruch started out slowly and
others like most players. This particular
realize. In July, the Mets bad. series with
the risk of being aught.
had trouble getting the ball out of their own
D'I
...
he s..t nikes out 15 batters an.d goes} thlce
Houston just before the'three pmesweep
zone. The weak defense of the team really
lCo--.'UStI-mce-. His curveball happens to 00
of St. LOUis • '8010 ~belted 'rout homeruns
SeufttDg of the ball all started with Mi1c.e
showed through. Randy Phillips, defensive
in four games whidt proves to be amazing
Scott last . yearm the pennant race when
superb today. Why is he pitching this way?
MVP this year, was the only promising
y'
.
.
players' became baffled by Mikets split~
Maybe he is scuffing the ball. I mean how
to anyone who knows the AstroDome. Hal
fi.u.--a fastball.
defensive player on the team. On a good
else can you explain such movements? It
Lanier ordered bisbat boy to retrieve
I~I~
note. however. there are many good ball
couldn't be that today's his best game.
Howard's bat. Wheu~the bat·was btOught
ul've caUght many people, but no one
handlers on the team such as Andy Lein,
Obviously an explanation such as "it was
back to the clubhouse it pracckaIIy sbatever threw the ball like him [Mike Scott)
Basil Boyce, Isaac Pierre Louis and Steve
a lucky homerun" or "he really had good
tered into pieC:5,fiDccl' 'Iliai'. cotk. Lanier
without doc:torinl it," complained Gary
Paul. The game against Lehman continued
stuff today" is becoming non-existent in
could not teD aayoDe.Jor be seaetIy stole
Carter last year. Even in this chaos, Mike
on a downhill run when Lehman scored
the baseball profession nowadays. The
the bat and be'bad~' proof if:was ~s.
waS Rver· penal,,*, for his accused actiOnS.
first. Baruch was surprised, but not thrown
off stride as they immediately came back
reason for this is mainly because the players
Word proceeded'down the papevine and
Otherpitehers Weren~t that lucky though.
and scored. Basil Bovee broke through the
themselves are creating a bad reputation in
when Johnson fenced ODe ill St. Louis, HerKevin Gross of thePhillies was caught with
the sport. It's sad to say that hypothetical
zog asked to cheek Jobu$OD's bat.
sandpaper (the usual foreign object) in his
line and dodged defenders and passed
beautifully to Tony Taitt for a goal. The
situations such as these are becoming more
However, no one «RIId have easily CODhand. Don Sutton of the Yanlcees was
and more of a reality instead. Why? What
fiscated that bat and HoJoCQUld haveeasi-:
caught- ()f aD. ways- on TV. The idiot
period stayed even until the second half
makes a corked bat or scuffed ball attracly used corle. He must lla.ve wieed'up··_
bO'X fea1Jy ma4e him look like an idiot. The
when Baruch poured on the pressure with
two more goals. The first was on a
tive enough to the players using them to risk
discontinued the uSe of C«~~ bats.
most hlllNX'OUS show of all was Joe N'tekro.
marvelous
play by Louis who dazzled the
being caught? Let's take a look at them.
~ as~ editor· aJik~.. "
While the umpire was checking" on him.,Joe
U
When ·dea • ·With a' corked' bat, one'
for the"C'SkI6S1*itNewSl'flPa:~··,. tried~tO ~ dlrow~the ~
defense and caught his own rebound off a
defensernan to enter into a one on one with
must·,"1t'St-co~ why any player would
out, 'anus ~ .:~ the re~·~Y
into-the Wind'trdtaa·, that it woWd
COt.k a bat in the tint place. What are the
oward Ilk rJ·llomeIauillctllree::..,..
'.
....
~.
. .....
the goalie and scored easily. The other goal
.
' ? The·. . .
bat is
...
.
was also scored by Coors who used his skill
to take all the
out of the "far"
MaYbe it......biaa to tlaid:-:~;':'"'" "
',: '.
.." •. '. ,'. '.
.
'.
as a ball-handler to score. Overall, Baruch
part of tile bat and fiB it with cork wbfch is
Not to be'~ the pitdlers aISo.have
Even .tboush 'the mt faecor is hi8h'l~
has a few oststanding players who really
help the team including Gary St. Joy, the
'.
ligbter' thaD wood.. Now that tbebat,
an iIlepl secret -apoIlof their ~ ..•, .... ~ ts:greatet. The
~ a~f10Y t~r
is fishter, the· play« am.' fiat $Wins fasterBeause the gaiite·ofbueb8J1 h8SbeCCiDe'sO ·~of t.Jte players
theatSb. ow 0
goalie. The team could use a better defense
causing the baII't() so farther. and second
a;maplex. the reason for scuff'matlie'.. ~ ... tbel:'lay~ ~~. ~ .or~ .~~,
to keep pressure away from the goal. The
:I.........-1.......:
.~.,.
~ ., "
n"f:
._~. ·A"~.=-··· "'.~ 'are~~<toiBeaailtY~So the
most needed thing on the team is strikers.
act around on. .~.
PYQV\;Ity pit~..
~uauspa_y
.. asa=---..,.,
,~. . . "., ..... :.'
,"',
faStbtIDs. Because a player can get arOQDd . -usuaJ1Y sQIffs die, ball fortlte basic
~~'~ ~ hits a homerun .ora
This is the person who usually does the
.
•.
. "
. .,
'. '. . ····~doeso~ ~·tbewayit's~
They have many good ball__ he'~waiC.-=-.t~~'~.' ·.~=Of~~~=':;':~·.·."::U;~.,~.-_et~:~t'lhe:·tiid~;~> scoring.
handlers, but few can score goals effectively. Other than that the team has gotten off
'!!"I~,
• "~..li.t:"~"'" ..e"..~ ~:' ...." . .
•. " , , . . .'
... ~ . . . , "_~ ••·~;·........,I
:;tA.. '. P.,'
.•..
·;~· ..~<,:'''''·~:llatt:>waea~~·.
•.
. ",,:~.';~~ .. ;.. ~-;,.... <~.ljI:
~~c·.~.;:.;.:.:<'.;::
,.
to a g~ start.
, .: .'
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The FlXX's Dew album,
React. has been released.

for a very long time. None the less congratulations to them all.

7.

8.
9.

Springsteen Stops Release

10.

Bruce Springsteen has held up the release
of his new album' entitled Tunnel Of Love
because of the rush Mkhael Jackson's Bad
has put on the market. The people at CBS
Records would like The Boss's new album
to debut at number one.
Release was scheduled for this week but
has now been reset for October 16. The
long-awaited follow-up to Born In The
U. S.A. is said to be formatted similarly to
Nebraska, but this has not been confirmed
as of yet.

Tosh Murdered
Peter Tosh, one of the founding
members of The Wailers, Bob Marley's
band, was brutally murdered on September
II th at his home in Jamaica. He was 42
years old.
Thus far, there are no clues as to who
may have committed the murder, but police
feel the murderers had free access because
there were no signs of forced entry to
Tosh's house, which is tightly secured.
Police report that three men on motorcycles

.

ell

will join Johnny Marr and form a new
band. Morrisey has already begun recording with long-time engineer Stephen
Street.
The writing team of Morrisey and Marr
was one of the finest since Lennon and McCartney, but unfortunately the fruits of
their labor were never tasted here in the
U.S. as well as they were around the world.'
They had accumulated some 50-60 Top 10
hits and their records went to the top of
many European charts soon after they were
released. The reason for their failure here is
Sire Records's fear of failure and lack of
publicity. They would have been as big as
the Beatles, some feel.
The band's final studio album, Strange
Sways Here We Come, will be released this
week. A possible live album will follow for
the holidays if Rough Trade' Records can
meet the BBC's demand for the tapes.
Morrisey, who has a very pessimistic and,
odd sense of humor, would probably say,
"It's better this way."

This list comes to us from WLIR. Compiled weekly.

Now that Marley and Tosh are gone, who
shall we turn to for our reggae roots? Alpha
Bloody is said to be one of the finest reggae
musicians around. He isn't a new artist, but
suddenly his name has surfaced and he has
been put in the spotlight.
His latest album Jerusalem, due for
release in England tilis week, has already
gone gold in France and The Ivory Coast ..
The album was recorded with The Waiters
in Tuff Gong studios in Jamaica. His
reputation in Europe and Africa is enormous, but here in the U.S. he is relatively
en unknown.
~. Many people feel he is the ghost of
8 Marley, and that is evident in his music
.~ which also sounds like Burning Spear, U

REM, #8 on the college Top Ten list.

New Releases
Squeeze- Babylon. And.. On; .The Smiths.. _.
Strangeways Here We Come; Depecbe

Mode- Music For The Masses; The Pet
Shop Boys- Actually; Bruce SprimpteellTunnel Of Love; New Order- Substance;
REM- Document; Little SteveDSFreedom-No Compromise; Pink l1oyd- A
Momenrary Lllpst-of ·Rt!tISOn; Bee Gees
ESP; Black- Wonderful Life,· TIle
R°)(j"fj,B----HaIjwrry To Sunity; MIlt ....c·----·-·
ger- Primitive Cool;PJL--.- "appy;~
Housemartins- untitled as of yet; Joan
Jett & The Blaekbearts- Good Music;
Pseudo Echo- Love An Adventure; The
FIXX- React; Jethro TuU- The Crest Of
The Knave; Bananarama- W()W; Paul
King- Joy; Kiss- untitled as of yet;
RUSH- Hold Your Fire.

- La Rock Murdered
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The Smiths'

n..1 studio album is dae to be released tills week.

suffers on this account. Two excellent examples of bands with a combined 100 or
more hit singles in/which most have reached
Top 10 status in ~ery country except the
U.S. are Depeche Mode and The Smiths.
Both bands have toured this country selling
out major halls, and with gold and
platinum records to their names, yet only
Depeche Mode has reached Top 20 status.
That was two years ago with "People Are
People. " How could this be?
.
Are radio station personnel afraid they
might lose their jobs if they say, "Hey the
band has some good potential, let's play
it." Maybe the band's name is strange or
could it be that their political views after
those in high places.
What can be done? The most obvious
thing to do is speak up. Call and ask why
they don't play your favorites or why they
play Lisa Lisa and the Cult Jam 26 times a
day. After hearing these songs so often you
become brainwashed. You end up liking
such trash. You could change your listening
habits and float around the dial, but if you
think about it, that's discrimination. A
scenerio if I may - radio ration says, "We
won't play this because 'we' feel it's not
popular." You say, "But they are selling
out halls and their record is number ten on
the album charts." They turn you off and
refuse to play it. I say, "No way."

Smiths Breakup
Tbe Smiths, England's long-time most
popular band, have called it quits. Morrisey
and Marr, the main writing team of The
Smiths, could not come to the same conclusion about the band's future, so they have
gone their separate ways. Andy Rourke and
Mike Joyce have now disclosed that they'

entered the grounds and rang the doorbell.
The suspects entered the house and
demanded money. Tosh refused at which
time the gunmen opened fife killing Tosh
and another man known only as uDoc."
Also injured on the scene were Jeffrey
Dixon, a radio personality, who was shot
several times in the head. He is listed in
critical condition. Mr. Dixon's wife and
Tosh's wife Marlene were slightly injured.
The music world was shocked upon lear-ning this sad news and will miss Peter who
brought us some of the 'greatest reggae
music.
Tosh reached his commercial height in
the early seventies. He later recorded with
Mick Jagger.
Ironically, WaDer's drummer Carlton
Barret was gunned down in a similar
fashion earlier this year. The only surviving
member of the original Wailers is Bunny
Livingston who has gone into seclusion and
could not be reached for comment.

Pump Up The
Volume-M/AlRIR/S
End Orne World-REM
The Sweetest Thing-U2
Substance 1987-New Order

Reggae Relatives

' . ~ .-Rey--aRd. "
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What is wrong with radio music in the
United States? This statement might puzzle
you somewhat, but radio stations in
America are biased. I'm speaking mainly
about Top 40 stations that play "selected
artists."
If you look at other countries' Top 40
lists, they include rock, independent label
artists, new wave, disco and pop superstars.
You have to seek all of this out on different
stations here in New York and around the
country. Why is this so?
Since we attend a business school, let's
not be afraid to talk business, and Top 40
radio stations are big business. Could it be
possible that a certain dollar amount has to
be paid to a big nationwide radio station to
get a song on the air. Maybe some favors
are demanded from record companies by
these big corporations. Well, whatever the
case, you - the listening public - are being
kept in the dark while some radio station
big wig picks "our" Top 40 hits.
Perhaps this story goes even deeper than
radio stations. Very often record companies
don't promote acts. This causes a loss of
popularity for the band or artist and the act

IS·
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TbeTicker

Scott La Rock of rap stardom was shot to
death on August 25th in the Bronx in what
turns out to be a rap war of some sort. The
Bronx, Queens, and Brooklyn, which all
have given us many rap stars, are in fierce
combat with each other. The press have
called this the "Bridge Rap Wars." The
name stems from the fact that the three
boroughs are connected by bridges.
Ironically, La Rock had just released his
debut album, Criminal Minded, which contained several songs dealing with high-tech
crime in the Bronx. It's disturbing that the
crime he sang about so much took his life.
I'll keep you posted on the Bridge Rap
Wars.
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This being the premiere of this column, I
will introduce its concept to you. J?ach issue
c5 I will select a letter that I have received from
A. you the students and staff, and one of us on
The Ticker arts staff will answer it to the
best of our knowledge. The questions must
In radio news, New York had a couple of
be based on music, and they can be about
big winners in this year's Billboard radio
anything from audio equipment to how
awards. Larry (The Duck) Dunn was
compact discs are made.
chosen as Radio Personality of the Year.
RUSH's DeW . . . . . . . . INen ~1aIIed.
You may submit as many questions as
Larry hosts a regular show on WLIR, the·
you would like. Drop off your letter at The
award-winning Off The Boat. He has a style
TIcker office, located in the Student Center
very much his own and as a very active
building in Room JOI-F, or mail them to:
member of WLIR·s staff, has been well
1.
What Have I Done To Deserve
The Ticker, 137 East 22nd Street, New
rewarded.
This-Tbe Pet Shop Boys
York, N.Y. 10010, Au: Mike's Music
2.
Seattle-PIL (Public Imqe Umlted)
News.
I would like to send out my congratula3.
Pleasure Little Treasure-Depecbe
Please remember to include your name,
tions to him as well as the station. Keep the
new music coming.
Mode
major, and status so that other students can
WNEW has taken the award for best FM
4.
Catch-The Care
share their thoughts with you as well. Please
station in a major market field. I don't
S.
I Want To Live-The Ramona
submit your ~uestions on lined paper and
think we have to say anything about them
6.
Ne,:er
Let
Me
Down
print .or type I! so that we can read It. Your
because .tbcy. baY.e....beeD~.~.,Pf.t..9f.!bto&.0·." •.•••••.~ ~ ~ W
..:.,~:.. •.•~.:.:.Aneat~..aJCdUlPQA.ta.D.t.J.O..,.Jj§,.J ..., .-••,~.':_.~....•~._.:
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ror movies "timid" and this was obviously a
consideration when making Hellraiser.
Why are American horror movies "timid?"
"We have had a degradation of stalk and
stealth," Barker explained, referring to the
Friday the 13th and House movies. "I like
movies that are mean spirited, unpleasant
and cute," he- added. .

9
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irony through Jagger's facade and understand that this is still only rock 'n' roll, there
should be no intrinsic di fference then when
Jagger told us "what could a poor boy
do/but sing in a rock 'n' roll band?" and.
probably all those stories about interesting
(shady?) characters, beginning with Beggars
Banquet, should be re-examined.
-Steven Baum
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A Cenobite. angel of pain and pleasure.

The Horror
ofLove
By ERIC KUN

The Lament Configuration. a carved
box, has the power to summon the
Cenobites, spirits of sensuality and
pleasure, from the Outer Darkness. When
Frank Cotton (Sean Chapman) opens the
mysterious box. the Cenobites arrive, bringing tortuous pain and pleasure.
A while after this happens. Larry Cotton
(Andrew Robinson), Frank's brother. buys
the house that Frank lived in like a vagran 'With Frank's disappearance shrouded ill
mystery, Larry moves in with his wife Julia
(Claire Higgins). who is moody about moving into the house.
Frank. eventually. is able 10 escape the
Cenobites. but looks li k e a grade B zombiehorror. The Cenobites ripped his bod y
apart and in order to be whole again. hemust drink the blood of others. Julia. wh o

had an affair with Frank before she married
Larry, discovers him in an abandoned
room. Out of some gruesome love for
Frank, Julia lures men to the room, who
she kills with a hammer so Frank can feast
on their blood.
"It's a love story," writer and director
Clive Barker explained. Heilraiser, Barker's
debut film, is a love story of sorts.
Hellraiser is grisly, to say the least, but
Barker's well-conceived script is masterfully
tailored for the movie. Barker's direction is
swift, suspenseful and well played out by a
good cast.
Barker didn't depend solely on blood and
gore for effect. In addition to the excellent
script and direct ion. Barker didn't get carried away with special effect. The effects he
uses are convincing and imaginative.
Hellraiser isa new genre of horror because
it's not only concerned with special effects
and non-stop horror, but the script. The
film tends to lean on the gruesome wit of
the lines, revealing Barker's true strength as
a writer.
The characters are passionately
motivated and the premise for the film is
founded in some latent sexual perversity of
humanity. Barker has called American hor-
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Dive Barker HI thiDk tllat honor movies
therapeutic."
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used some strange piece of equipment on
each one. Then he. put all the guitars on
stands and set them in the corner, kind of
like a guitar shrine. It was strangely like
being present at a silent rock and roll
religious occasion.
After contemplating this odd offering to
the guitar gods, we found the dressing room
assaulted by all manners of individuals. The
singer decided that this was the moment .to
~ begin getting publicly undressed, and my
-= friend and I felt the moment had come to
~ go out into the audience and mingle.
z So mingle we did. We braved the
.<- cigarette smoke, tortured hair, clouds of
-~ terrorist hairspray and stray makeup slime
to see this band from' (of all places)
Hagerstown, Maryland. They out-New
XIX 11ft J-.., Cllalfat. . . . . Fonytlle, Don Puraell. sene ~ IIIId R""" yotl.....
\
Yorked us. Their clothes were cooler, they
were more remote, they were more arrogant
them, though, and so this piques our inthan even this New Yorker. By the time
terest. We also keep peeking over to look at
they got to the stage, their transformation
the band. One of the guitarists has on a tres
intoarock heroes of the moment was comchic shade of frosted plum nail polish, and
plete.
hair like M'odey CrUe's Nikki Sixx exposed
We like heavy metal when it's done right,
to heavy doses of static electricity.
and we like glam stuff when it's done rock.
Captain's Log, Star Date - 1987 . Vector
So we got to Brooklyn, and sat, and
KIX doesn't fit into either category, but
and time L'Amour in Brooklyn,
waited in the dressing room for what seemresides somewhere in between in Revlon
backstage, four or five hours before the
ed forever. We sat there starting at each
Rocker/Street Trash Limbo Land. Perhaps
KIX show. Five guys, long hair, and we
other, drinking stale coffee and waiting,
they are creating a new genre - "Trash
have never heard of them or their music. It
watching this incredibly dazed roadie take
Metal" instead of "Thrash Metal."
seems like a lot of people. have heard of
out guitar after guitar after guitar. The he
The songs were tight and memorable on

Revlon
Rockers

Americana

Mick Jagger - Let's Work
(Columbia Records)

Insiden - Ghost On The Beach

Mick Jagger-Can the bourgeois relate to him?
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As the needle hits the vinyl, we are
greeted by the Insiders, who break into the
title track of their debut record, Ghost On
The Beach. This song is one of 1987's most
inspirational. It will hook you not only with
music and lyrics, but with emotion. In addition to its ear-pleasing manner, it forces you
think and fantasize about life and the way
things could have been if you had taken a
few chances that you were afraid to, much
like Mason Ruffner's "Gypsy Blood." The
song was MTV's Hip Clip of the Week to
start off september 9 and radio' stations have'
slowly beaUD tei take iIotice.
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The Bo .... uch Foculty
and the enti .... e closs of -g I
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Tnursdeq. October 8th
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
The Oak & Marble LOIJnge of the Student Center
137 E. 22nd Street
/
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(Epic Records)

Why should it be hypocritical that any
teenager from anyplace in this goddarnn
world can juxtapose their frustration as a
bourgeoisie nobody by Iyricizing
"everybody out there, let's party" while a
43 year old zillionaire can't envision
something other than his lap of luxury by
calling his audience to arms ("let's work.
get down in the dirt")? If you can't see the

The Black

first exposure. This band can give you a
rock and roll heart attack if you like that
kind of stuff. The show was an all-out
musical assault. Although they were pure
energy from the minute they hit 'the stage,
there were some things that didn't jive too
well, like their extensive use of props. (The
singer brings out this silly umbrella and
wears it on his head at one point. Leave that
ORe home.)
Although> every move by the two
guitarists seemed to have been
choreographed, a lot of the "living on the
edge" that is basic to good rock and roll
comes across, because-it's obvious that
these guys are living on the edge. They are
practically living on the 'road, seemingly
surviving/thriving on guts, bad food and
good beer. The excitement, the reality of it
is there, and it comes across on stage.
The songwriting is solid, and besides a
very definite edge, the tunes will stick in
your head for a while. Practically having
personally undergone a pseudo-nuc1ear
assault, you may find little scraps of music
in your brain the next morning. These guys
give it all they've got.
You don't have to go to Brooklyn to experience KIX, just get their present album
or watch for their upcoming release on
Atlantic Records, or keep an eye on the Cat
Club's roster for Wednesday night.
-Robyn Ellen Henzel
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This fivesome, sparked by the lead vocals
of Gary Yerkins and the writing of Yerkins
and gifltarist John Siegel, is simply an
American rock and roll band. The evidence
to support such a statement is the inclusion
of the Everly Brothers' "Price of Love" on
the record. They possess their own distinctive style, however, which prevents them
from getting lost in the sea of sound-alike
pop and rock acts.
The upbeat "Love Like Candy" isa close
second to "Ghost on the Beach" for the
best album's song. It would be a wise choice
for their next .single, It has a John Cougar
Mellencamp feel to it, displaying
similarities to "R.O.C.K. In The U.S.A."
Its rawness, however, is authentic. "Peace
In Time" has gorgeous acoustic guitars
strumming constantly and sounds as if it
could have been on Springsteen's The
River.
The ten-song compilation has a relaxed
groove but is not sloppy. It'5 tight and loose
at the same time. The arrangements are simple and clear yet somewhat sophisticated,
and the style is familiar but original. If you
are looking for an album where serious
listening will provide you with stimulation
for both the mind and the heart, then Ghost
On the Beach is a must. Besides, if the price
of love is only seven dollars, how can you
go wrong?
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the band is currently looking for a new
vocalist. If they choose to play "Heavy
Metal With Cl ass ," I have no doubt that
they will become good at it. But if they continue to play "Weak Thrash With Juvenile
Image," they won't be worth the trouble.
-John Ricard

Pure
Feeling
EXE-NothiD« but heavy metal hype.

Icky
•

And

Pooey
EXE - Striken by Might
(Shatter Records)
This debut album from EXE is advertised
as "Thrash With ClasS." That doesn't
make any sense at all. This is not a thrash
album; it lacks the speed and power that
thrash requires to blow the listener away.
Furthermore, an lp that replaces the standard titles of "side one" and "side two"
with "Side Icky" and "Side Pooey" does
not have class. Even more proof that this
band has no class is found on the back
cover photo which shows three of the
members in a chiched blood, spikes and
leather look, and one member clad in more
sensible street clothing. The remaining
member, drummer Charles Lopez, is
somewhat in between.
Still this album has been given many
good reviews, and the band. and bassist R.

H. Boeckel in particular. has gotten a lot
of publicity in the underground metal press.
The situation is reminiscent of the hype4tat
accompanied the debut album from
W .A.S.P. Before and immediately following the album's release, the press told
stories about the frenzy and mayhem of
W.A.S.P., as well as the "zany" and
"crazy" antics of Blackie Lawless. Meanwhile, the lame album itself and the
band's 'pathetic tour as opening act for
MetaJlica, proved just how worthless
W.A.S.P. really was. Similarly, the music
on the EXE lp exposes the hype for what it
is and puts EXE back in their place.
Many tracks are failed attempts at thrash
metal that feature muddy production from
Carl Canedy and dated lyrics dealing with
blood and death. Vocalist Joeseph Palma
makes every effort to keep the vocals
undecipherable on all but two tracks. Those
songs, "Metal Hell" and "Warchild,"
emerge as the best on the lp, not only as a
result of the clean vocals, but because EXE
is better at playing this sort of moderate
tempo heavy metal than they are at playing
the faster "death metal" that fills most of
this record.
The future of EXE is still up in the air as

Sheneyan Orphan - Helleborine
(Columbia)
If you are looking for a record to dance
and party to, this is not it. If you want a
thought-provoking record to mellow out to,
here is Helleborine.
The music itself seems to be a type of
modem classical with possible New Age
undertones. The lyrics (that carry' special
significance if you have the time to sit and
figure them out) are run-on poetry. Good
run-on poetry. The song "Cavalry of
Cloud" states:
The touching chase awhile the night
leaves courtesy amongst the stars its dawn I
feel for with my way and she's the one
who's captured now 'neath the kingdom of
some love
"lI.
Helleborine: is not a record you listen
to-you feel it. At some points the lyrics
seem to mesh with the instruments, and the
combination really feels like it's "hitting
home." It seems to envelope you in pure
feeling.
Helleborine is the type of record you can
play for the third time or the three
thousandth time and still keep getting the
same emotions out of it that you did the
first time.
You will most likely not find any of
Shelleyan Orphan's music playing at a club,
but that's because this is quality music.
-Audra Senkus

HotDogs
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The CbDly Dogs - Funeral Party
(Too Faced Records)
The Chilly Dogs have been around for
awhile playing at clubs like The Pyramid
and CBGB. Recently, they cut their first
record, Funeral Party, which is. despite its
title, a fun record.
Funeral Party has it all. Songs like
"Shark Attack (Baby do the Swim All
Night)" are great to dance to, and other
songs like "Dead Men Do Drugs," "Bone
Yard" 'and "Little Things," are great to
just experience.
Side two is called sCRAPs and basically
consists of songs that were not put on side
one for one reason or another.
The bottom line is that this record is great
fun. It doesn't try to answer questions
about the meaning of life like most groups
these days who try to be "deep"-it's
straightforward right down to the cartoon
cover.
So, when- you get a few minutes between
being bombarded with bad news, sit back,
throw on The Chilly Dogs and enjoy.
-Audra Senkus

Cute Arrangements
The Verlaines - Juvenalia
(Homestead Records)
No, this is not a Christmas family record
by the Tom Verlaine family. But Juvenalia
is a record that most big companies should
try to release. Certainly, this is pop music,
hardly the type you'd expect from an angry
Amerindie. Juvenalia is an opportunity for
many of us- in the States to hear The
Verlaines for the first time. All of the cuts
were released between 1982. and 1986, on
New Zealand's Flying Nun label.
Jangly melodies coming from the guitars
of band leader Graeme Downes are the
most prominent sound on the l.p. But don't
let that scare you. For the most part.
they're dissonant enough to create a tightly
packed melody with cute arrangements that
leave few spaces for air. These are the
tightest melodies since (regretably, I must
say) Moody Blues' Long Distance Voyager.
-,

.-':";-.'

Th er e "s
also the neoclassical
"Windsong" and "You Say You," which
are very sweet and the straight NZ/Aussie
Split Enz pop ditties "Crisis After Crisis"
and "Death of the Maiden." As Downes
runs through demonstration of how
knowledgable and able to emulate most Brit
punk and psychedelia, he never compromises the Go-Between-like sensible arrangements.
Of course, being from NZ, the accents
are thick, and oft-times inaudible. Nevertheless, I think the language Downes sings
in is English. But if I'm wrong, no big deal.
The melodies are so inventive and arrangements so economical, there may never
be a need to get that far. (Homestead
Records P.O. Box 570. Ro::kville Centre,
N.Y. 11571-0570.)
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Dave Alvin 'was the inspiration for the Blasters.

10% discount on all
14Kjewelry &

Romeo Leaves Juliet
Dave Alvin - Romeo's Escape
(Epic Records)

Thursday, October 15
I· 2:30p.m.
Auditorium, l7 Lexington Avenue

L

Experts will present
the most" current
AIDS i ormation.
MORE DETA.ILS IN OCTOBER 131SSlJE
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Every time I play this solo album debut
from Dave Alvin. it reminds of resident
baseball philosopher /former ~eneral
manager Branch Rickey's theory of addition by subtraction. When the Blasters
brothers Alvin split a couple of years back,
it was the case of having two exceptional
talents, singer Phil and guitarist/songwriter
Dave. crowding each others' creativity. So
while Dave joined forces with John and Excne , Phil drew first blood in the solo sibling
Alvin rivalry. This year, it's Dave's turn to
be soloist. And while it would be unjust to
compare an album featuring Sun Ra and
the Arkestra vs. L.A. studio/roots
revivalists, I'll take the easy way out and
claim they're equally entertaining.
To be sure. Dave Alvin is not a natural
singer. He doesn't have Phil's scat-like
ability to bend and twist a phrase around
the mess of instrumentation and feel confident enough to raise the song to new
heights. However, it becomes clear on
Romeo's Escape how Dave was the inspiration behind the Blasters, one of the truly
original groups to spawn from the leftcoast
this decade. When Alvin joined X, he
brought a second life into a dying punk outfit. His "Fourth of July," the almost top
hit for X, as well as the best single the band
ever did, opens this solo album.in typical
Alvin mysterious form. When Alvin saps
"On the lost side of town/In a dark apart-

ment/ We gave up trying so long ago"
you'd think this was another C&W Bob
story, until he breaks into the chorus "hey
baby it's the Fourth of July" then you're
not sure whether this is a song of desperation or hope, or both. But the bottom line is
that Alvin does paint pictures of a country
which were told includes the West, but us ,
Easterners who think we know it all never
experienced through the songs that were
flooding the market by the hordes of
Blasters imposters: Green On Red. Del
Feugos, BoDeans, Lone Justice. etc.
Alvin's also included the two formula
songs typical toany roots record-the love
rave-up "Romeo's Escape," and the
boastful California history lesson" Jubilee
Train." In "Long White Cadillac" Alvin's
big, bad machine is his liberty. As long as
he can drive it, he can be free.
.
The most intriguing piece of wor.k here is
"You Got Me," when Alvin raps about
how pussy-whipped his babe's got him:
"You got me wet. when I should be dry.
You got me low, when I should be high."
This is the same phrase/word association
game that was used similarly in Bob Dylan's
"Just Like A Woman," and Elvis
Costello's "I Want You." Which. of
course. isn't to say that Alvin's quite that
far ahead of the game yet. but he also isn't
far behind those guys either.

-Stel'en Baum
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Nuclear Assault - The Plague
(Combat)

,...

The Plague is a six-track ep that
showcases the versatility of N. Y.'s Nuclear
Assault, a band that has gained a strong
following worldwide in both the heavy
metal and hardcore scenes. "Game Over,"
one of two new songs on the ep, is an instrumental that has a slam dance drum beat
common to hardcore, the heavy metal
guitar sound of good thrash metal, and the
speed found in both styles of music. The
band's
diversity
continues
on
"Nightmares," a thrash metal song, and
"Justice," a pure hardcore track. Each
song on this ep is so distinct that the entire
collection almost sounds like a compilation
ep featuring six excellent heavy metal and
hardcore bands.
In addition to being fine musicians, the
members in Nuclear Assault are also good
lyricists. The slowest track, "The Plague,"
tells of the weapon that should not be used
because there's no control. A plague insures
that both sides lose. "{It is) a monster with
no soul. .. Another track with meaningful
lyrics is "Cross of Iron," in which the b~nd
ridicules all those who fight in the name of
God. Vocalist John Connely sings what he
believes to be the thoughts of the religious
leaders: The Cross of Iron rules. we're served by Goddamned fools who '\'e pur
themselves completelv in our hands.

The Silncen have a great fuhlre ahead of .....

Sod. ~1IIeII"" tty

Nadetir A5saa1t.

The best track is "B. F." It begins with a
slow heavy guitar that rises to breakneck
speed when the vocals begin. The song tells
of Motley erne vocalist Vince Neil's drunk
driving incident that took the life of Hanoi
Rock's drummer Razzle. The earliest live
versions of the song usually included a
spoken segment that predicted what would
happen to pretty boy Vince in prison. Since
Vince served only thirty days for that crime,
this segment had to be rewritten for the
studio version. It now teUs of life in N.Y. "It's bizarre, man" and Nuclear
Assault's own philosophy of life: "We are
musicians and we can do whatever we want.
. You don't have to listen if you don't want
to hear it.
The Plague contains thirty minutes of
diverse and powerful music. It comes very
close to being a perfect ep, The only sour
note is the blues segment in '·B.F." A blues
part on a thrash album? Be for real! Slack,
slack, slack. . . .
-John Ricard

In Thousands
of Dollars

N oisy Silencers
A Letter From St. Paul
(RCA)
A Letter From St. Paul, released by the
drummer; Cha Bums, lead guitarist; and
new band The Silen~rs, is an excellent first
Joe Donnelly, bass guitarist. All are from
~b~m due !o its poetic lyrics and soothing
Scottland. The band uses numerous guitar
~Ing1Dg, WhICh are. complimented by guitar
instrumentals, approximately one in every
Instrumentals and a strong back-beat.
song.
~
A Letter From St. Paul's strongest
The three-year-old band, although very
features is it's lyrics. The songs talk about
good, is not perfect. Some songs have a
politics and relationships. "Painted
tendency to -sound alike. But don't think
Moon," which is already being played on
that the album is one big repetition; it's
WLIR ,is the best song on the album. It
not! In fact, in the songs "A Letter From
talks of the horror of the Falkland Islands
St. Paul" and "Possessed," the band exwar. "God's Gift," according to singer
periments
with different musical styles.
Jimme O'Neill, is about the madness of war
These songs show the band is not afraid to
and the irony of bad things - the nuclear
explore different musical formats. This
bomb.
willingness to experiment is a plus; in"I Ought to Know," "I See Red" and "I
quisitiveness always leads to knowledge and
Can't Cry" all deal with the hardships of
advancement.
That's why I'd urge you to
relationships. "I Can't Cry" is the most
get this album.
poignant of the three songs because of the
TIle Sileacers are definitely going to be
emotion of hurt and loss that it features.
making a lot of noise in the future.
De SileDCen consists of four members:
Jimme O'Neill, vocaljst; Martin Hanlin,
-John D. Fnmk
The Silencers -
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Semen will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot have children due to
m ale infertility.

All donor types are needed.

--

Accepted donors are paid
For Information Call
Idant Laboratories
At 935-1430

Life After Death
New Order - Substance 1987
(Warner Bros.)
As a religious New Order fan I coughed

WOMENS' HEALTH CENTER
VvE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTION
SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE
LICENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXP.ERT CARE BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.
PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS
CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 21st STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS ABORTION
MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARGE
ALL SERVICES

up the $13.95 list price for this double
record expecting a fanfare of new material.
It turned out to be a rehashing of New
Order's material from the past six years.
Needless to say I was not ecstatic; however,
after listening to it a few times, the idea of
having the best songs of those six years in a
chronological sequence, going from gloom
and doom to ultra-tech new wave, started
to grow on me.
The group now known as New Order
began in the late seventies under the name
Joy Division. The former band folded
tragically when their lead singer. Ian Curtis,
hung himself. This added a somber finale to
their brief and promising career. The remaining band members were left with an
unwanted reputation of being a death cult
band since all their material was heavily influenced by Curtis's deep melancholia and
the circumstances surrounding his death.
After a year long hiatus they emerged as
New Order with completely new material.
Their new sound was written purposely different to lead them away from the shadows
and freak followers of Joy DivisioB. The instrumental mesh replaced lyrics as the
dominant factor in their new songs.

In their latest release Substance 1987
you'll find the full range of New Order's
style. The first two cuts, "Ceremony" and
"Everything's Gone Green," which were
recorded in 1981, reflect their post-Joy
DivisioR declaration of independence.
All the materials released since 1982 have
been high-tech/special-effect dance mixes.
"Blue Monday." released in 1983,
alienated many old Joy Division fans while
it attracted.many new wavers with pulsating
bass riffs. It was the highest-selling independent 12 inch single at the time.
•'Confusion, " which followed months
later, drew major attention at college radio
stations and new age dance clubs. This
album's versions of "Temptation" and
"Confusion" are 1987 remixes. The most
recent release is "True Faith" and will probably cross over onto pop charts. It is
presently being played on Top 40 radio.
I would recommend this album to anyone
who is interested in sampling New Order.
You won't be disappointed. To those
already familiar with New Order, there are
two remixes and a brand new single. These
fans will not find Substance 1987 to be an
ordinary record, but a historical record of
this band's evolution.
-PtltM~
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As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New ,
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to .
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back- up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $l?,OOO-or ~ore
- for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.

r •

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
. an important job, they're helping me
, make it through school.

YOU - - ." -. -·-Me-t>LL-E6E,~.'SEEYOURLOCALRECRillTER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS.
COUPON.
"In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
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SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
OCCUPATION
STU DENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 0 YES 0 NO

